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Editor

The Project

W

e are at the third installment of Transilvania OutlooK.
After the first two have gathered the public’s interest, the
time for changes has come. One of these changes was
made in regard to its structure, the present one being focused on the readers’ curiosity, given that the publication
is being distributed in a growing number of states. With
the second number being shipped out to the readers at the end of June, the
present one is published at the interval we aimed for from the beginning.
With the second edition we were faced for the first time with the press’
legendary envy, fueled in this case by the layout which was nothing but our
gratitude expressed towards those who supported the publication.
Transilvania OutlooK was not created for profit, nor is it a project that
surfaced once only to completely disappear afterwards. Another change that
those who have read the previous editions might notice is the change of the
team, as the former one decided to dedicate itself to another project. With
thankfulness and hopes for them to succeed I moved on and created a new
team, with which I am very satisfied.
Honestly, I expected the management of this team to be very demanding
as it is formed mainly of females and the time we had for gathering and processing the content was very short. However, these ladies, whose work I have
the pleasure to introduce to you in this edition, proved great initiative and
team spirit. Alexandra Pacurar, Senior Editor is an experienced journalist both
in written press and local television and joined our team on the basis that she
liked the idea put forward by this project.
By reading her articles you will get to know officials belonging to the new
generation of leaders and local economy and the impact they have on current
state of affairs.
Another experienced reporter is Gabriela Popa, who took upon herself
the responsibility of promoting the gems of our province’s culture, the two
institutions known as the Romanian Opera and the Transylvania State Philharmonic. I assure you that they are worth looking into. Culture is a new
column introduced in the publication’s structure, added for the fact that we,
as a nation, identify with it and use it as a means of self-expression.
Given that one of our objectives is forming new members for our team
who will take part in our projects, we managed to capture the attention of
many individuals who, unfortunately, gave up halfway. Those who persevered
are the new generation that will hopefully continue our work in the field. The

Partners
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Project accomplished with the support
of municipality and the cluj County Council.
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The team

Continues
articles on sports, business, and culture are signed by Andra Scutaru and our
colleague, Georgiana Babtan. Although young, both of them have already had
articles published abroad, Georgiana being also the first press correspondent
for Suwon, South Korea. The academic face of Cluj, the universities which
enrich its life as the heart of Transylvania is described by our colleague Anca
Valentina Ciceo. Due to the fact that our city is a temporary home for an
increasing number of foreign students from all over the world its streets are
brimming with diversity and multiculturalism. The best way to illustrate the
differences between these students is shown by Daniela Mihaela Daala, who
presents a worthy read. The design and printing preparations were taken care
of Nicoleta Muntean, enhancing both the texts and images of photographers
Radu Padurean and Dragos Bogdan.
Personally, I am very satisfied with those four young talents, who jumped
at the opportunity to take part in this project and present worthy results. But
then again, the specialists must also be mentioned.
Mr. Lae Weon Park, project coordinator, was in charge of presenting the
activities we took part in this autumn both locally and overseas, activities with
the purpose of economic and cultural promotion as well as their results.
This number also tells the story of a successful partnership between two
SMEs, Korean company Love of Soil 119 and Cluj-based company Bronto,
story in which Open Bridge had an active role as consultant through the assistance provided in the context of IMM support. When it comes to projects
and business, the most frequently asked question is HOW? Answering this
question you will find the information about legislation and taxes given by the
field’s top names, precisely Laurentiu&Associates Law Bureau and Romania
Schuster, tax specialist for KMPG Romania.
We also introduce two IT representative companies, whose work is appreciated greatly by foreign businesses, Barandi Solutions and Pitech Plus.
We promised ever since the first edition that we will display our country’s beauty both in terms of culture and nature, and because we are a group
that puts great importance in keeping one’s word, we have included a column
dedicated to the numerous tourist attractions that Romania has to offer. As
you will notice, it is written by a passionate expert in this field, Claudia Marinica Herteg, who teamed up with us in order to promote Romanian tourism
abroad. Tourism, culture, business and education, all of these are part of who
we are as a nation. And if we demonstrated how we work, where we live, what
we learn, all there is left is showing how we unwind. That is why one of the
subjects concerns one of the partners that support us with this edition, Janis
Group, who, in my view, is a success example in its domain together with
another fruitful establishment, Memo 10.
I want to thank the team and our collaborators for the work they put in
and the support they showed this project. We also thank the partners who
aided this project, especially Cluj County Council, Cluj City Hall and Local
Council, not forgetting private partners who believe in our initiative. We will
do our best to keep it going as actions speak louder than words.
Respectfully,
Octavian Gagiu, editor-in-chief

Octavian Gagiu, editor-in-chief

Nicoleta Muntean, DTP

Georgiana Babtan, Editor

Anca Valentina Ciceo, Editor

Alexandra Pacurar, Senior Editor
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Written by Alexandra Păcurar
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At just 30 years old, Calin Forna
is part of the new generation of white collars.
He is ambitious and dedicated to a much
greater cause than meeting his standard job
requirements. As a deputy manajer of the
Communication, Public Relations and Tourism
department at the Cluj City Hall,
he is part of every public event in the city.
Calin Forna explains how the young
professionals in public administration
act and what are their goals. Also, he makes
a short analysis of how Cluj-Napoca, the
capital of Transylvania, changed in the
last years from a cultural point of view.

reporter: Before becoming a part of the
staff of the Communication Department
at the City Hall of Cluj-Napoca you’ve
dealt with an entirely different domain.
How did the transition take place?
Calin Forna: The transition took place
naturally. Basically, before, I used the same
skills. It was a job that required very good
organizational skills, the ability to work directly with people, keep things under control and make quick decisions under time
pressure. Within this framework, the Communication Department was broadened,
the fields have diversified, but at its core
there are the same kind of requirements you
need to meet. Also, there is a larger team, so
we have the possibility of doing things faster,
better and more enjoyable for the citizens.
I was familiar with many of the projects
in which I am currently involved from the
initial stages, whether we are talking about
projects related to the European Youth
Capital (title awarded to Cluj-Napoca for
the year 2015 – e.n.) as well as the European Capital of Culture 2021 (Cluj-Napoca
is part of the competition for this title –
e. n.). I’m a graduate of the Communication and Public Relations Department at
the ”Babes-Bolyai” University and I really
wanted to work in the Communication,
Public Relations and Tourism Department
at the City Hall. My job has been a challenge for me so far, one that gives me the
opportunity to learn new things and to be
able to teach my team all about planning.
Also, it is a job that involves huge responsibilities.
What do you love about your work?
C. F.: The diversity of the activities,
the pace at which we must act for things
to happen, the fact that I can always get
in touch with the important figures of
our community. Also, I like the fact that
through the partnerships that we create, we
can facilitate young people’s access to jobs
as well as their involvement in the community and that we create a proper space for
them to manifest culturally, artistically or
socially. Each new event brings something
new, a new challenge. Cluj-Napoca is a city
of intercultural dialogue, which brings a
rich mix of ideas and perspectives.
I am glad that in our city there are many
people of different ages, with initiative and
a desire to take part in high-quality cultural
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events. Also I’m glad that I can
learn from these people and that
through the support we provide,
we can facilitate access to what
they say or do for other people of
Cluj, particularly the young.
What were the biggest challenges
in your work so far?
C. F.: Each event is a challenge.
If we are talking about the projects
in which I am involved and which
are developing in our city, obviously I enjoyed very much winning
the title of European Youth Capital and I look forward to 2015 in
order to take part in planning the
events intended to show the world
that we are the most important
city to the young. Each success-

ful project forces us to outdo ourselves from year to year, whether
we are talking of events organized
by the municipality or supported
by the municipality.
In recent years, the number of
cultural events in Cluj-Napoca
simply exploded. What do you
think is the reason for this?
C. F.: Cluj-Napoca is the
city with the largest urban cultural vitality in Romania after the
country’s capital. There are many
elements that contribute to this
situation: human resources, cultural institutions, the independent
sector, infrastructure development,
cultural industries and, last but
not least, the efforts of public au-

thorities together with increasing the allotted budget. An extremely relevant example
are the artists gathered at and represented
by The Paintbrush Factory (in Romanian,
Fabrica de Pensule – e. n.) a concept known
worldwide.
The same goes for the community as a
whole, including the way we have organized in recent times at the City Hall. Here,
a Public Events Bureau was established,
something that did not exist before. We
also have persons within the department
who are designated for constant communication with the members of the cultural
community. The budget allocated to these
cultural activities has been reevaluated and
structured on several categories which had
an immediate consequence - increasing access to public funds. And we don’t plan to
stop there...

Photo © Radu Padurean
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What are the problems that occur most
often when it comes to events in ClujNapoca? What about events organized by
the municipality?
C. F.: Every event has its characteristics.
I think the secret for the very large number
of successful events is good cooperation between the organizers and all public authorities. We work for a better structured communication, in order to find opportunities
of promoting events. Also, we try to choose
appropriate locations for the events, so that
the schedule does not affect traffic or access
to schools, for instance.

The changes
in the general public
You often go on site, almost for every event
organized or supported by the City Hall.
How has the audience in Cluj changed in
recent years? Is it more demanding, more
numerous?
C. F.: It is more numerous and more demanding, but Cluj-Napoca has always been
a city with a large and educated population.
Every event has its own audience, but in recent years we noticed that the general public
is more and more responsive. This year we
started putting into practice a concept which
implies taking the event to the people.
Throughout the year, events were held in the
biggest residential neighborhood in the city,
Manastur. The reaction was enthusiastic,
people’s participation was spontaneous and
extremely large which indicates that there is
a high level of expectation on the part of the
city’s inhabitants to get involved, to propose
new ideas and have things done differently,
whether we are talking about developing
vegetable gardens in public space, whether
it’s for theatrical performances, concerts or
film screenings.

What do you think was the most
successful event in Cluj-Napoca in
2013?
C. F.: It is impossible to say
that a certain event has been the
most successful. There are many
events of major significance in
various fields, where success itself
is measured differently. Not one
can compare Cluj Days to Transylvania International Film Festival
(TIFF), for example. The first is
offered primarily to the inhabitants of Cluj while the second is an
event that brings lots of people to
Cluj, putting the city on the map
of European film events.
Also, Jazz in the Park was an
event that galvanized people. Central Park proved to be too small
to fit all those who came to enjoy
good music with friends in open
air during one of the first warm
evenings of the year. Then we had
Peninsula which is a music festival
of a completely different nature.
At the same time, the Festival of
Colors, as well as Cluj Summer
Evenings changed the perception
that our city in dormant during the
summer. Thousands of participants
attested the fact that the city is as
vivid and as eager for quality events
in the summer as it is in autumn,
for example.
The best thing that happened
this year is, without a doubt, the
fact that art came out in the street,
involving tens of thousands of people and began breaking the misconceptions that art is for the elite and
exclusive circles only.
What do you think is the most expected event for 2014?

C. F.: I think that we have a
series of events which are awaited
with much interest, not just locally, but also at a national and European level, to name a few: TIFF,
the Comedy Film Festival, Mozart
Festival, Interferente Festival, Jazz
in the Park, Peninsula, TIMAF,
Festival of Colors, Cluj Days, the
Christmas Market and so many
others.
How do you see the coming years
in Cluj-Napoca from a cultural
point of view?
C. F.: I believe that we will
remain a city of intercultural dialogue and we will be known more
and more as a “cultural capital” on
a European and global level.
How is Cluj-Napoca City Hall
preparing for this period?
C. F.: First of all we try to attract all the support we can get
from as many official institutions
and foreign diplomats as we can.
There is a young team of professionals who work at the City
Hall. In what ways does the age
factor help in tackling the various problems in public administration?
C. F.: I think that our youth
is a factor which encourages good
cooperation between local authorities and youth organizations,
particularly student organizations
and institutions of culture and
education. We are a young team,
enthusiastic and eager to highlight
the advantages of our city.
What personal goals have you set
for the coming years regarding
your professional life?
C. F.: The successful implementation of all events within the
project “Cluj-Napoca - 2015 European Youth Capital”, a challenge
that will be extremely interesting,
even more so with how we wish
that all things specific to the public life of the city not to suffer from
the attention that everyone will
give to the events for the youth.
Also, an effective participation in
preparing the city’s candidature
for the title of European Capital of
Culture.
How would you like Cluj-Napoca
to be when you finish your career
in public administration?
C. F.: I want to tell my children how I contributed to their
city - a European capital of culture, innovation, education and
entertainment so that they can say,
with pride, that their parents have
helped to build it.

Photo © Radu Padurean
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Convincing the investors
What Cluj-Napoca has that other cities don’t
Written by Alexandra Păcurar

E

milia Botezan has been the head of
the Foreign Affairs and Investments
Department in the City Hall of ClujNapoca for six years. She has been in the institution for 12 years. In this perios of time
she came into contact with many foreign
delegates and investors interested in ClujNapoca. Emilia Botezan was the person who,
many times, offered the investors the first real
glimpse of the city. However, she says, it’s not
the numbers and the charts that convinced
investors to come to Cluj, but it was the feeling of trust and support that the foreign businessmen were left with after the presentations
that did the job.

Photo © Radu Padurean

You have been the head of the Foreign Affairs and Investments Department at the
Cluj-Napoca City Hall for many years.
How did you perceive, from this position,
the changes that took place in Cluj in recent
years?
Emilia Botezan: I have been the head of
the Foreign Affairs and Investments Department at Cluj-Napoca City Hall since 2007
when this department was established and
with the City Hall for the last 12 years. The
changes that took place in Cluj in recent years
overcame the speed I have imagined only a
couple of years ago. It is not easy to understand
at its real dimension the impact of changes,
since you are in the process, but I strongly believe that Cluj-Napoca is on the right track -an
active city moving ahead in a sustained rhythm
imposed by the quality of people living in Cluj
and by the economic force resulting from this.

“

Business is a matter of trust
after all, and we were offered
very positive feedback by the businesses
that chose Cluj, testifying that it was the
trust feeling they attained by talking
to us and the quality of people
who live here that made them decide
to come to Cluj-Napoca”,
Emilia Botezan

Has the interest of foreign officials and
investors increased or decreased in recent
years? Why do you think this happened?
E. B.: The interest of foreign officials and
investors has definitely increased in the recent
years. Lately, the diplomatic visits to ClujNapoca City Hall have been closely related
to investment opportunities and economic
collaborations. foreign investors have found
in the public authorities a reliable and open
partner for different project opportunities.
Our website, that informs and promotes
Cluj-Napoca City as the perfect place to
make and open a business, www.clujbusiness.
ro, created by our department together with
the local business community it has succeeded in attaining investors’ attention towards us
and Cluj-Napoca managed to position itself
on the short list for investments.
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What is your prediction for the future
years? The municipality has many projects
that could change the “face” of Cluj. What
do you think will be the consequences of
these projects when it comes to the interest
of investors for Cluj and Transylvania?
E. B.: Cluj-Napoca is changing every day,
nowadays being a cosmopolitan, multicultural and modern city. Most of these changes
have been made through implementing different projects, financed both from the local and national budget and from European
funds. Our city is now strongly preparing to
implement all the projects for 2015, when
Cluj-Napoca will be the European Youth
Capital and for 2021, when we aim to be the
European Capital of Culture. I believe that
the people from Cluj-Napoca have embraced
the vision that culture is an engine for economic growth while quality in services is the
key to a prosperous city in the 21st century.
When investors reach out to you and your
department in the City Hall, what do they
first ask about? What do they want to know
first?
E. B.: In their due diligence, the investors
are most interested in the existence and quality of the labor force. Any mature company
that is looking to expand is aware that employees are the ones which make a business
grow. When they come to our office, they already have information on Cluj-Napoca since
we usually get in touch with them by email
before they come, so the first thing they are
looking for are the human connections in our
city. The real potential for quick or mediumterm economic profit comes second, but it is
still a major fact that influences their decision.
Do you think Cluj can fulfill their demands?
E. B.: As long as their vision is compatible with the city vision - the one emphasizing
on quality of life and services, human factor,
creative and non-polluting industries, I think
our city still has a tremendous force that attracts investors with various opportunities for
the years to come, when Cluj will truly become a metropolitan area.
What do you tell investors to convince them
to invest here?
E. B.: We are totally aware that our city
is in a challenging competition with different
other cities around Romania and CentralEast Europe, each of them trying to provide
for the future well-being of their citizens,
and we respect that. Each of us will bring to
the table the advantages of the city, the incentives that are available for them and the
professional input. I think that not what we
tell the investors, but how we tell the investors
the above-mentioned is what convinces them
to come to Cluj. Business is a matter of trust
after all, and we had very positive feedback
from the businesses that chose Cluj, testifying
that it was the trust they gained by talking to
us and the quality of people who live here that
made them decide to come to Cluj-Napoca.
What is Cluj’s main advantage when it
comes to attracting investors?

The interest of foreign officials
and investors has definitely
increased in the recent years.
Lately, the diplomatic visits
to Cluj-Napoca City Hall
have been closely related to
investment opportunities and
economic collaborations. The
foreign investors have found in
the public authorities a reliable
and open partner for different
project opportunities.

E. B.: A strategic geographical
position on the European map, the
presence of our international airport,
the presence of four of the best 12
Romanian universities, the quality
and affordability of labour force, the
potential of our more than 500.000
people market, the multicultural component of the city, the fact that it is a
West located and West-oriented city,
the IT industry that has turned ClujNapoca into the national IT pole are
just some of our main advantages. In
order to find out more, investors must
come and meet us!
What needs to be improved in order
to make the city more attractive to
foreign investors?
E. B.: Cluj-Napoca needs to be
able to transform itself each and every
day with the same speed the global
economic market is shaping the face
of national economies and influence
the lives of all people. Cluj-Napoca
should become the Romanian city
that is able to take a quantum leap
in terms of education reform that
will allow the market to regulate the
offer and the demand. Business people operate in terms of business plans
and economic profit and for that they
need concrete elements they can rely
upon, human capital is the most important and for that the city cannot
stop to prepare. In order to answer to
these needs, our city is currently working on the 2014-2021 strategy where
education is top important.
Do foreign delegates, ambassadors,
investors and simple residents get involved in the community, the events
and cultural events here in Cluj?
How exactly do they do that?
E. B.: The local businesses, from
small and medium enterprises to
multinational companies have got
involved in different projects that

our municipality launched, such as
“Adopt a Green Space” – a project
started by our department, that I am
very proud of. The cultural events
benefit from the attention, participation and financial support of different
social actors; events like Cluj Days,
Transylvania International Film Festival, Cluj Comedy Film Festival are
just some of the cultural brands of
the city that are able to bring together
everyone, from foreign VIPs to ambassadors and citizens, all enjoying top
quality cultural proof of what our city
is able to provide. We should not forget about the CRS events where the
foreign and local businesses, experienced volunteers, students and simple
residents support and carry on the
idea that only together we can make
Cluj a better place to live in.
How can a representative of a foreign company or institution reach
you and your office?
E. B.: The contact details of the
department are both on the official
websites of Cluj-Napoca City Hall –
www.primariaclujnapoca.ro, www.visitcluj.ro, – and, of course, on our web
site – www.clujbusiness.ro – which is
very easy to reach, proved by the fact
that the presentation movie of the city
is downloaded by so many people directly from our website.
Do you have some figures, on how
many foreign investors came to the
City Hall for discussions concerning
their interest in Cluj and investing
here?
E. B.: We certainly keep all the information on all the City Hall visits for
the recent years. During the economic
crisis, a lot of investors came to prospect the market since the activity was
slow at that moment. Some of them
came back and settled here and with
some we are still in contact for the
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future. The current situation is much
better now and this fact is proven not
necessarily by the number of foreign
investors coming to visit us but by the
number and importance of business
real estate projects that are under construction at this very moment, some
of them private, such as The Office,
Liberty Technology Park, new production facilities, some of them are
public - TEAM, CREIC, Tetapolis
while some of them are public-private
partnerships. Probably even more important is the fact that all major public
institutions are now working together
in a local network that is becoming
more and more powerful each day.
Concrete actions for promoting Cluj
on international level are now common practices - to mention a few, the
recent participation of Transylvania
Evolution at one of the largest real estate fairs in the world, Expo Real from
Munich, Germany, October 2013,
where, by being present, the local authorities had proven the maturity of
business market understanding. Cluj
is no longer just waiting for investors
to come, Cluj is going international in
order to get to investors.

the real statistics of how many foreign delegations are visiting Cluj each day.
How do you see the future when it comes to
your department and its activity in the City
Hall? Do you think that improvements need
to be made in any way?
E. B.: The future is always exciting, tomorrow’s future is constantly turning in today’s present and today’s lessons are always turning into
past’s valuable experiences. I am confident that
the city of Cluj and our department will have
the ability to act as mature, responsible and
transparent actors that investors are looking up
to. Anytime and anywhere in the professional
life of an individual or of an institution there
will always be room for improvement, but I
strongly believe that we have engaged ourselves
in a long-time journey that will be able to shape
and influence for the better the face of our community. In my opinion, the real proficiency of
the bureaucratic level is the key to provide trust
and transparency to the public, regardless of
what kind of public you deal with. Our department will continue to accumulate experience
and will never hesitate to look for viable partnerships each day.

How many foreign delegations have
visited Cluj-Napoca in the past year?
Has the number increased or decreased compared to past years?
E. B.: There has been an increasing number of foreign delegations
arriving to Cluj for various reasons
- from diplomatic to business, from
cultural to educational. The municipality is just one of the administrative
actors welcoming them, but, just as I
said before, Cluj is moving ahead at a
great speed and inter-human connections are so developed now that only
a strong local network can cope with

Photo © Radu Padurean

From what countries or continents
are the investors who come to Cluj?

E. B.: Foreign investors are coming to prospect the market from everywhere - from USA to South Korea or
from The People’s Republic of China
to the UK. Most of the small and medium enterprises coming to Cluj and
looking for business partners, partnerships or expansion of operations are
from the EU market. One of the most
efficient tool in SME’s networking are
the business matchmakings, where
both local public institutions, the
Chamber of Commerce, universities
and private ones, such as Open Bridge
Consortium, Cluj International Club,
The Association of SME’s, etc. have
certainly increased their activities.

Do you predict an increase in the future years
regarding the interest of foreign investors in
Cluj?
E. B.: We have here all the ingredients for a
mature business environment and I am 100%
sure that the political, administrative, business,
university and civic actors will work as one in
order to achieve the strategic goals of the city
and of the region. Cluj gained a very good momentum, that everybody is aware of and the
benefits of working together will be more and
more evident in the years to come. At the local
level, we just need to stay focused on meeting
the demands of the investors in order to be able
to provide what they are looking for. For us,
foreign and local investors are equally important since every job created is a job for Cluj.
Our aim is to make Cluj a welcoming home
for whoever wants to embrace our values and
vision - a multicultural city where everyone is
important every day!
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the city

Written by Alexandra Păcurar

C

luj-Napoca probably has the largest urban cultural vitality in Romania, comparable to Bucharest, the capital of the country. Events with international exposure, such as the two film festivals as well as ones at their
first edition in 2013, such as Jazz In The Park and Colours of Cluj, turned Transylvania’s capital into a real
cultural capital. A preview of 2015, when Cluj will be the European Youth Capital.
The year 2013 was the Festival year for Cluj. The city did not have time to sleep. Starting with spring, during each month various cultural events were organized. Some with tradition, others at their first edition, all have
brought a great contribution to the city’s cultural image. Through these events, Cluj is getting ready for the title of
European Capital of Culture in 2021, but primarily for 2015, when Cluj will be the European Capital of Youth.
Event planners have exploited this potential and, despite smaller budgets, they managed to put together
valuable events. They were supported by the City Hall, which has allocated the highest budget so far for cultural
events, 3 million euros.
A survey conducted in 2013 by the Association “Cluj-Napoca 2021 – European Capital of Culture” reveals
that the city spends 20 million euros a year for cultural events. The real challenge is how the amount is managed.
This year, besides the events with tradition, many other festivals at their first edition were organized. We’ve
done a rundown of the most important cultural events in 2013 that took place at Cluj-Napoca. In addition, two
major music festivals, the Electric Castle Festival and the Peninsula were staged, both for the first time, in Cluj.
More of a reason to attract the young audience to our county.
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Cluj-Napoca,
that never sleeps
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transilvania international film festival
Transilvania International Film Festival
(TIFF) is the largest cultural event in Transylvania and the most important film festival in Eastern Europe. TIFF turned Cluj
into a real film capital. The Festival started
out shy 12 years ago and has grown every
year. During the event, the streets explode.
Hundreds of foreigners coming to the festival from all over the world, and thus the
culture exceeds all boundaries.
Transilvania International Film Festival
is presented by the Romanian Film Promotion.
During these twelve years, TIFF has become a well-known brand in Romania, not
only due to the outstanding films screened
every year, but also for the effective organization, sparkling atmosphere and density of
events, from seminars, workshops and panels to fabulous concerts and crazy all night
long parties.
TIFF’s 2007 edition was the first to be
presented simultaneously in Cluj and Sibiu,
that year’s European Capital of Culture.
The last editions of Transilvania IFF
have not only been spectacular, but also
showcased an extremely generous and diverse offer of films and sensational events.
The 2012 editionhas broken all records,
with the 240 films from 46 countries,
screened in the 13 festival locations, attracting over 67.000 spectators during the
ten days of the festival.
Over these 12 editions, Transilvania
IFF was honored to host important personalities of European and worldwide
cinema offering Lifetime Achievement
Awards to Julie Delpy, Michael Radford,
Annie Girardot, Udo Kier, Vanessa Redgrave, Franco Nero, Nicolas Roeg, Catherine Deneuve, Claudia Cardinale and
Wim Wenders, Jacqueline Bisset, Geraldine Chaplin.

TIFF events this year
The (almost) 400 screenings
gathered over 62.000 paying viewers. The grand total of viewers –
counting those present at the additional TIFF events (workshops,
presentations, concerts and free
screenings) and those who visited
on a daily basis the main open air
locations of the festival (Casa TIFF,
Unirii Square, the Art Museum,
Banffy Castle in Bontida, Open
Air Mănăștur) surpasses 120.000,
for the whole 10 days. In addition to the local audiences, TIFF
attracted an impressive number of
visitors from cities such as Bucharest, Bistrița, Dej, Turda, Oradea,
Sibiu, Arad, Târgu Mureș or Sfîntu
Gheorghe.
The selection put forward by
the artistic director of the festival,
Mihai Chirilov, encompassed 190
films – of which 155 features from 53 countries. As by tradition,

TIFF brought to Cluj some of the
most important names in the film
industry and media, adding up to
a grand total of 1233 international
and Romanian guests and journalists.
„Screen International”, one of
the most important trade papers in
film industry, wrote recently about
the awards and the influence that
TIFF has regarding the development of the city. The Cluj-Napoca
authorities are the first Romanian
local authority to financially support the digitization of a cinema
– Cinema Victoria (one of the
traditional TIFF locations). „Furthermore, the city - which is the
second largest in Romania after
Bucharest - is set to become a new
centre for audiovisual production
in the future with the establishment of Regional Centre for Creative Industries with backing from
EU regional development funding”
continues the article.

Transilvania International Film
Festival (TIFF) is the largest
cultural event in Transylvania,
and the most important film
festival in Eastern Europe. TIFF
turned Cluj into a real film
capital. The Festival started out
shy, 12 years ago, and has
grown every year. During the
event, the city streets explode
with hundreds of foreigners are
coming to the festival from all
over the world, and thus culture
passes all boundaries.
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The capital of comedy
C

omedy Cluj is the second film festival already
with
tradition.
In 2013, Comedy Cluj reached its
5th edition. Taking place during
the 11th-21th of October, organizers expected up to 20,000 spectators this year.
In total, the Festival encompasses 130 films. Ten films from
eight countries were in the official
competition. Moreover, one of
thm, “I said enough”, the latest
production of the late Director
James Gandolfini, played in the
opening of this event.
This year, the Festival also
brought a less regular event.
Organizing some special movie
screenings in the Turda Salt Mine.
An underground amphitheatre
was arranged in the former salt
mine, with heated seats which allow for the organization of such
events. “The Turda Salt Mine is a
unique place in Europe. For next
year, we intend to organize events
of a greater scale”, said the Direc-

tor of Comedy Cluj Festival, Horatiu Dan.
He added that this year, the
quality of the films selection has increased substantially, reflecting the
increasingly good image and special
status of this festival. very useful
workshops for young filmmakers
were organized within the festival.
An example is the workshop entitled “How to make a low-budget
movie”.
This year’s festival awarded a
special prize to a father-daughter
couple renowned in the Romanian film industry, Amza Pellea and
Oana Pellea.

In 2013, the event had a budget of
around EUR 340,000.
Together with the previous four editions,
“Comedy Cluj” has brought to the public
over 450 comedy films. Also, special events
gathered directors, actors, festival managers,
producers, distributors, film critics etc., who
provided added value to the screeners in the
cinema. A proper atmosphere for developing new internatonal projects was created
by related events, which contributed to promoting Romanian artistic values abroad.
A special place throughout multiple
sections and events is taken by the special
section for films produced in international
film academies. This section became already
a tradition and offers, for Romanian and
foreign students, the possibility of showing
their films in front of a large audience. Also,
it represents a good meeting point, giving
amateurs the opportunity to interact with
professionals in the industry.
International Film Festival „Comedy
Cluj” is organized by the European Foundation for Urban Culture, a non-profit organization created in 2006.

Photo © Dragos Bogdan
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Jazz in the Park,
at the end
a first edition that
exceeded expectations

T

he Jazz in the Park Festival, held during the
weekend of June 21-23 in Cluj-Napoca, established itself, even at its first edition, among
the main musical events in Romania. Proof given by
the large number of participants during the three days of
events as well as by the feedback received from the city’s
people and the authorities. Overall, over 20,000 people
took part in the event.
The Jazz in the Park concept was born in New York
in the 1980s and was brought in the heart of Transylvania
by a team of young organizers – Agentia Fapte – who
wanted to turn the capital of Transylvania into a cosmopolitan city.
For three days, bands and artists like Big Dimm
A’Band Orchestra, the well-known romanian jazz singer,
Maria Raducanu, and other Romanian artists such as
Gabriela Costa, Alex Man, Alex Musat & White Blues
played in the Central Park of Cluj-Napoca.
In a few words, Jazz in the Park was a green festival of good music – three days of concerts, exhibitions, relaxation and good vibes in the Central Park
of Cluj-Napoca.
Because the weather was not at all favorable during
the three evenings of the festival organized in June, Jazz
in the Park was back in August, at the same place. Renamed “Jazz in the park for friends”, next to the newly
renovated – with the use of European funds – Casino
building, 3,000 spectators gathered in a single day. Present on stage were the band Vita de Vie and the local
band Jazzybirds.

The Jazz in the Park concept
was born in New York in the 1980s
and was brought in the heart of
Transylvania by a team of young
organizers, Agentia Fapte.

Photo © Dragos Bogdan

The two bands were supposed to perform in ClujNapoca in June, at the first edition of Jazz in the Park,
but since the weather was not favorable on the second
day of the events, the shows have been postponed. The
organizers, Agentia Fapte, decided to put together a new
day of events to deliver the two shows to the public, as
promised.
The Mayor of Cluj-Napoca, Emil Boc, cared to congratulate the organizers on stage on the first day of the
festival. “The organizers deserve congratulations for the
original idea to bring, for the first time in Romania, Jazz
in the Park. Incidentally, this event fits very well what
Cluj is, European Capital of Youth in 2015,“ said Emil
Boc.
Organizers are already preparing for the second edition of the festival, which will take place during 13-15
June 2014.
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Cluj-Napoca,
the capital
of festivals
in 2013
because Cluj is the city that never sleeps,
on 21th June 2013, during the longest day
of the year, an event dedicated to young
people, was organized – “Cluj never sleeps”.
Concerts, movies, theatre plays, shows and
fairs were organized in the old city streets
during a 24 hours time frame. The Mayor,
Emil Boc, also held on this occasion a meeting with the city council, at midnight, to
discuss about the youth’s projects.

Photo © Dragos Bogdan

Colours of Cluj

C

luj is a student city. During the summer months, the city is not as
vivid as in the rest of the year. And yet, in the heart of Transylvania
wonderful things happen during this period. Colours of Cluj was
organized precisely for this reason: to awaken the city to life.
Colours of Cluj is another festival this year at its first edition. Organizers have prepared dozens of activities through which they tried to give
some colour to the city in a period usually poorer in cultural events and
to persuade people to participate not only as spectators, but also as actors.
Once again, the city buzzed. Acrobatics performances, concerts, movie
screenings and exhibitions were organized.

Photo © Dragos Bogdan
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The “Transylvania” Philarmonic

The Pearl of
Written by Gabriela Popa

C

“

The artists who choose to
come to Cluj love the
way we make music, as well
as the air of Cluj, to finally
part up as friends”,

Mr. Marius Tabacu, manager of
“Transylvania” Philharmony

luj boasts the most important cultural vitality in Romania, after the Capital city
of the country, Bucharest, in terms
of cultural infrastructure, participation in cultural events and creative
economy.
Here, for more than half a century, the public “Transylvania” Philharmonic in Cluj is proud of its
prestigious activity in the field of
concert music. The 198 members of
the main orchestra have traveled all
over the world to enchant with their
art the audience of various countries,
to mention Paris, in 2011, Kuala
Lumpur, Bahrein and Budapest, this
spring. However, the “pearl of the
crown” is – according to manager
Marius Tabacu’s opinion, the Phil-

harmonic Choir, whose 70 members, conducted by Tiberiu Groza,
perform from vocal symphonic and
opera works to a cappella. Four of
the Philharmonic instrumentalists
set in 1987 the basis for a quartet which was granted the status of
“state quartet” owing to its professionalism.
When he refers to the choice of
the musical repertory, the pianistmanager of “Transylvania” Philharmonics in Cluj displays a very
democratic attitude. “Music should
be played in order to benefit from
the chance of being heard, and
consequently to turn into a success
or a failure. We insist however on a
high artistic level, because «noblesse
oblig»!”, says manager Marius Tab-
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Orchestra
Photo © Csata Istvan
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Cluj Culture
music is one of the longest in Europe
and managed to override all the hardships of time. To it are added many
local collaborations in concerts for
Cluj Days, the Hungarian Cultural
Days and Cluj Modern. The latter
is a result of a fruitful partnership,
every two years, with the “Gheorghe
Dima” Music Academy in Cluj. Not
only important world-renowned institutions, but also great artists chose
to be accompanied by the orchestra
in Cluj, such as Jose Carreras and
Romanian soprano Angela Gheorghiu...
The “Transylvania Philharmonic
Orchestra in Cluj held concerts in
Korea at the beginning of the ’90s,
where it was conducted by master
Emil Simon.

Every autumn, for almost
the whole month of October,
the Philharmonic holds
it’s most important event,
the Cluj Musical Autumn,
which reached its 47th edition
in 2013.
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acu. In this respect, the Philharmonics helds concerts which include the
Complete Symphonies of Austrian
composer Anton Bruckner – under
the baton of prominent Romanian
conductor Cristian Mandeal, who
was for many years the leading conductor of the Philharmonic. The
repertory includes works belonging
to baroque music, educational concerts for children, or contemporary
symphonic works, and, last but not
least, composers from Cluj, such as
Sigismund Toduta.
Every autumn, for almost the
whole month of October, the Philharmonic holds it’s most important
event, the Cluj Musical Autumn,
which reached its 47th edition in
2013. This unique celebration of

culture

The Universal Language of Culture
Photo © Nicu Cherciu

The Romanian Opera in Cluj
Written by Gabriela Popa

A

centennial building raised in the former wooden market of the city of
Cluj hosts nowadays the “Lucian Blaga” National Theater and the Opera House.
Its respectable age and remarkable conservation is a good enough reason to just visit the
baroque-secession imposing building, not to
mention the beauty of the performances that
it stages, together with the dedication and
talent of the staff who bring the characters
to life.
One will discover a piece of architecture
raised according to the European exigencies
of the debut of the 20th century, by a Viennese company – Hellmer and Fellner –
which was at the time the builder of other
48 similar constructions.
Just as one should savor a delicate cake,
an act of culture should be enjoyed to its fullest flavor with the mind, soul, and body. The
Italian operas mingle with the German, Italian, French and, of course, Romanian lyrical
works. Since the grand opening of the Opera

House in 1921, with Verdi’s “Aida”,
the works of the Italian composer
have been constantly reproduced
on the Cluj stage, in a repertory
which nowadays contains more
than 50 titles and spans on 250
years of world culture. The Opera
House in Cluj is preparing two premieres, with “Don Carlo” by Verdi
and “Tannhäuser”, by Wagner, in
December 2013, to mark “The Year
of Verdi and Wagner”. Even if the
Russian composers have been less
present on the stage in Cluj, the
production with ‘Evgheni Oneghin’
is due to be staged in 2014.
The imposing building is
brought to life by a staff of 263
people, be they artists or technical specialists. The soloists perform
here either as employees or guests
and are some of the best in Romania, being requested for collaborations in the country, as well as all
over the world. Some of the worth-

mentioning artists who began
their career in Cluj are Alexandru
Agache, George Petean, Stefan Pop,
Tatiana Lisnic, Carmen Oprisan
and Adrian Sampetrean.
The institution hosts 8-9 premieres per stage and produces 3 performances every week, the same as the
Bucharest Opera House, which has,
however, a staff twice as numerous as
compared to the one in Cluj. As for
the choice of the repertory, the manager of the Opera in Cluj, Marius Budoiu, says that ‘All over Europe there
is this dilemma: to offer the audience
what it wishes for or to try to set forth
challenges. This dilemma should
be solved with efforts of creating an
equilibrium or armistice’. Even if the
local audience has proven to be rather
conservative, at the side of the consecrated titles there are new challenges
as well. Two of them are Wagner’s
“Tannhäuser” and Igor Stravinski’s
“Rake’s Progress”. The latter proved
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to be less appealing to the public in
Cluj in spite of being a masterpiece
of the lyrical stage. Despite a certain conservationism, the montages
also deal with some contemporary
themes, to mention the Holocaust
(in the performance with Nabucco
13), and mingle the traditionalist and
modern approaches so far as staging is
concerned.
The aforementioned staging
of German composer Richard
Wagner’ Tannhäuser is supposed
to offer the public an inciting
subject from the point of view of
the spiritual individual evolution.
One cannot expect from this famous work a setting with knights,

swords, or castles, but one which
is addresses the 21st century attendant. The production will be
honored with the participation
of Kerilynn Wilsow (conductor)
from Canada and tenor Efe Kislali
from Turkey, as the manager of the
Opera House detailed in an interview for Transylvania Outlook.

Cluj-Napoca is the only
city in Romania
with two national theaters
and opera houses
(a Romanian and a Hungarian
Theater and Opera)
and a lively cultural life.
The Romanian Opera
House in Cluj is the oldest
in Romania

The Cluj Opera House is partner to several local, national and international festivals, as the oldest Romanian Opera House.
Festivalul operelor nationale (The Festival of
the National Opera Houses), last
year’s first edition in spring, offered the audience some of the
best Romanian opera productions and thematic debates. The
elegant and colorful Opera Ball
in January is long-waited for, as the occasion of local and
international
VIPs to show
off as well as to
honor some of
the prominent figures of Cluj.
The manager of
the Opera House, tenor
Marius Budoiu, occupies
this position together with
an outstanding didactic career
at the “Gheorghe Dima” Music
Academy in Cluj. He continues
the traditional collaboration with the
students at the canto section, who are offered the chance to make it to the stage.
“I insist on preparing our future artists, in
order to help the most talented ones develop themselves”, says Marius Budoiu. The
promising artists are accepted on the stage,
in the choir and, of course, in the orchestra
of the Opera House, as well as on the occasion of their graduation examination. For
them and even people in the public, the Opera House set up a studio in order to value
the local latent talents, because “Everyone
deserves a chance”, as the Opera PR manager Sabin Rus points out. The activity of
this studio results in an average of 2-3 productions which parallel the yearly stage.
Cluj-Napoca is the only city in Romania
with two national theaters and opera houses
(a Romanian and a Hungarian Theater and
Opera), with a lively cultural life.
Photo © Nicu Cherciu
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Written by Dana Daala
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E

ver since I interacted with the Korean culture back in 2009, I felt that
my life radically changed. How can
something so different that seems even
odd, be so appealing to me? This connection is unexplainable but it materialized in my existence, became my path in
life and changed everything I knew about
myself and about what I want to do in
my career.
I was in my second year of college
in Cluj Napoca when I found out that
“Babeș-Bolyai” University has a bilateral
agreement with Dongguk University of
Seoul and there are five exchange student
scholarships available for Romanian students to undertake as well as five scholarships for Koreans to pursue classes in my
home university. “Wow!” – I thought to
myself. This is like a dream come true, I
finally had a chance to be a part of the culture I am so fascinated by. At the interview
I was probably the less qualified for the
scholarship among the candidates – most
of them were older, more experienced,
some were studying Korean language
in Romania, of course my handicap was
quite big. But what made the difference
was the passion. At least this is what I have
been told by the recruiters. I knew that the
experience of studying in one of the greatest Seoul’s universities for one year, will be
a life changing experience. It ended up as
even more than that.

Student in

The Kimchi Crisis
Once I arrived at Incheon International Airport I felt excited but all so overwhelmed. For someone like me, who was
born in a small city of nothing more than
150 000 people, moving to Seoul, a city
the size of my whole country (~20 million), was something I had to work on
quite hard in order to adapt and be successful.
The first three months were probably
the most difficult but, at the same time,
the most amazing of my life. I visited most
of the touristic places in the first month,
I walked where the princesses used to visited their palaces and seen the mountains
where their kings are buried; I could notice
the areas where skyscrapers and the gates
of old palaces meet and admired both the
traditional and the modernity of it with

Students of
Cluj Napoca’s universities
have been taking part
in exchange programs
with Korean
universities in the past
five years.

great pleasure. But then I tasted
kimchi, and at that moment I
knew I’m not just a foreigner in
Korea, I’m not just a student, but
also an ambassador of my own
culture. That was when I decided to do everything that I can to
open possibilities for other Romanians to have same experience
as I did and to let Koreans know
about my roots.

Study hard,
party harder
At first glance, Korean culture
seems so much more different than
the Romanian one, but I discovered that mostly, we are the same.
The Higher Educational System is
based on grades and instead of Faculties, Korean have Majors. Classes are as demanding as the ones I
had back in my home university
but the big advantage of the Korean system is that I can choose the
classes that I want to take. What I
really like about the student life in
Korea is the campus. The university has its own space where all the

faculty buildings, libraries, cafeterias, dormitories and other facilities are placed. For this reason, and
also because you can choose courses from any major and meet students from various backgrounds,
the campus brings all the students
together and it feels a lot like
youth, friendship and competition. During mid-terms and finals,
seeing everybody study makes you
study even harder. Competition
is a key concept because not only
good grades will be given but also
scholarships and other incetives
are offered by the university every
semester. There are also many student clubs, festivals and academic
societies you can join. In the music
club I learned a little guitar, and
in the language exchange club I
got to teach some English while
learning a bit of Korean. The campus gives the student life a whole
new meaning for me – instead of
making it a duty, going to school
gets interesting, exciting, the place
where you meet your friends and
learn together. This is why I decided I will return in the academia
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Was it hard to adapt to life here?
S. H.: It wasn’t that hard, people welcomed me even though I was obviously
different but using English was a little hard
at the beginning because of my poor skills.
Eventually I managed to improve a lot because college friends helped me. Besides
that, the food is delicious, the proof beeing
that I gained 5kg while living there!

Two Worlds
again and study in Korea for my
Master’s. Exams seem to be less
difficult when you get involved
in the whole educational process
constantly during the semester
and when competition makes every project a fun experience with
your friends.

Korean student
in Europe
During my student life in
Seoul I met Seong Ho Jeong, a
Korean very much interested in
European culture. He eventually
went abroad as an exchange student in my home university. As
he returned from his exchange
program recently, I met him the
other day for a coffee and a short
interview about his experience.
Why did you choose to do your
exchange in Romania?
Seong Ho: I knew Romania
used to be a rich country and I
was always interested in Eastern
European economy, especially
the former communist states. I

How was your student life in there?
S. H.: I studied at FSEGA, Business
Administration Major and I must say the
quality of the classes was from good up to
excellent. All the professors were fluent in
English and the classes were held discussionbased, less theoretical than the ones I take
in Korea and more interesting. I really envy
Romanians because they can express their
opinion freely. Having a different opinion
than the professor’s is less likely to happen in
my home country.
I got this brief impression from a Korean
who was a impressed withe the European
educational system and about our cultural
differences. He also traveled to the Czech
Republic, Austria, Hungary, and Serbia so
he went back home with strong feelings for
Europeans and the places he visited.
As we were standing at the coffee shop
the other day, we talked a lot about our
impressions and experiences as we are two
students from two different worlds. The
conclusion came easily: no matter where we
are, “home”can become whatever place we
choose to name it that way because either
European either Korean, we are mostly the
same.

thought it will give me a good lesson about European culture and
so it did.
Can you tell me your first impression after your arrival?
S. H.: Awesome! Great! Marvelous! I was so tired when I arrived but couldn’t sleep much. I
went out to discover the city at
6am. The architecture is beautiful and the people on the street
kindly helped me with directions.
I loved it from the start!.
I am glad to hear that. How
about strange things that
shocked you? I imagine there are
quite a few.
S. H.: First it was the whole
public display of affection. We
don’t do that much in Korea but
here, it seems like people were
hugging freely mostly anywhere.
So how did you feel about that?
S. H.: It is perfect! I think
this way warm connections can
be done between people. Maybe
that’s why Romanians are so close
to each other.
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Babes Bolyai
University –
Academic
variety and
multiculturalism

Written by Anca Valentina Ciceo

T

he Romanian society of the last 20
years can be regarded as a society with
a continuous desire of development
in all fields of activity. Reaching for development level of the 1990s’ European society
was a huge necessity after many decades of
dictatorial regime. As education is considered society’s foundation for further evolution and development, Romanian universities started to receive a constantly increasing
number of students.
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Encouraging
multiculturality

One of the most
important universities
in the country
With a history of more than 400
years and established as a modern
university right after the 1st World
War, Babes Bolyai University from
Cluj Napoca is considered nowadays the most powerful educational
centre in Transylvania. With about
12000 students in 1993 it reached
over 40000 students in 2013, turning the city of Cluj Napoca into
the second higher education centre
in Romania after Bucharest. Every
summer, Cluj Napoca residents experience the image of hundreds and
hundreds of high school graduates
who arrive in the city accompanied
by their parents, or just by their
hopes and dreams, holding their application documents, asking the passers how can they get to the desired

faculty in order to submit their applications. Students choosing BBU
argue their choice saying that is
very easy to choose a study program
which is suitable for their personality and aspirations. It is a completely
true statement if we have a look at
the BBU’s 21 faculties which provide more than 300 academic programmes in Romanian. There are
many students declaring that when
they decide to apply for a certain
academic program, the most important of their goals is the way in
which study will help them develop
their personality and the possibility
of studying in a field they are really
interested in. With a variety of programmes, from Mathematics Computer Science or Business Administration in Hospitality Services, to Art
History or Industrial Biotechnology,
BBU is a university that can meet the
expectations of each person aspiring
for higher education.

Most of the BBU students, almost 90%,
come from Cluj county (30%) and other
counties from Transylvania, only 10% of
them being from areas out of Transylvania.
This facilitates the preservation of a strong
“transylvanian” culture, with all its multicultural particularities. Transylvania distinguishes itself from the rest of the country
by being a multicultural society. As a result
of foreign Hungarian and German domination from the past, nowadays Transylvania is
a place where Romanians live together with
Hungarian and German ethnics. Providing
equal education for each of these ethnicities became an important goal for BBU in
the last 20 years. Besides the academic programmes offered in Romanian, BBU offers
various study programmes in Hungarian
and German, and also in English and French
for the foreign students who come to study
at BBU, or for those Romanian students
who aspire to build a career abroad in the future. The university is structured according
to the these three ethnic components. BBU’s
management, teaching and research staff includes Hungarian and German minority’s
representatives. This kind of approach of a
higher education system can lead to a more
open society, a society which is capable to
easily accept foreign components into its
culture.

International cooperation
Every year students from all over the
world come to study at BBU through special
programs established in collaboration with
foreign universities. Partner BBU universities can be found in numerous European
countries, North and South America, Asia,
Africa and Australia. Through its exchange
programs, internships and other kind of
mobilities, BBU represents an attractive
choice for Romanian students aiming to
get in contact with a culturally different
environment. With its name internationally known thanks to its ambassadors, the
students, BBU becomes more and more
competitive in the international higher education community.
Photo © Dragos Bogdan
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TUCN

Research as a means for higher education

T

echnology and technological development is an essential component
in today’s changing world. Countries
aspiring to keep up with the change, with
the innovation and with the fast developing
technology must invest not only financially,
but also invest people in order to create and
educate other people, those who will be able
to handle the “tomorrow” better than today’s people. The Technical University of
Cluj Napoca was established in 1920 as an
Industrial College, and passed since that
time through a series of transformations, but
it continued to keep its technical character
and its goal of training mechanical specialists. In 1992, after the Revolution, the institution took its actual name. At the time,
TUCN had about 5000 students. In 2003
the number of students was almost double,
and today, after another decade, there are
over 12000 students enrolled in the TUCN.

Making it happen and talking
about how to make it happen
There is always a big dilemma for a high
school graduate who wants to start studying in the field of IT. He wants to come
to Cluj Napoca and enroll in a university,
but he is not sure about which university
is better to choose. Both BBU and TUCN
offer Computer Science programmes. But
students who graduate agree that as long as
BBU offers mostly a theoretical approach, at
TUCN seems that practice leads to theory.
TUCN specializations are focused on creating something useful for the community. It
has 9 faculties which provide suitable training for futur IT experts, civil and mechanical
engineering, building services, architecture
and urban planning. These kind of fields
of study require a great amount of experimental work. Therefore, besides education,
research is TUCN’s main area of interest.
Research is regarded by TUCN as the main

source of knowledge, being as well
an important way of approach in
the higher education system. The
main research fields focus on engineering, mathematics and natural
sciences, art and humanities.

Student mobilities
and future perspectives
for students
TUCN has bilateral agreements with universities from Europe, North and South America,
and Asia (including South Korea’s
Kyung Hee, Sungkyunkwan and
Pusan National University). Therefore students have the possibility to
train themselves in prestigious universities from abroad, in countries
with an advanced technological development like the USA, Japan or
South Korea.
Because TUCN provides education in fields which are nowadays

very popular on the Romanian labor market, students graduating
from TUCN have better employment opportunities, compared to
other universities. There are companies calling for students expecting to graduate, as possible future
recruits. As many foreign companies are looking for investments in
our country, students intending to
apply at TUCN should maintain
the hope of a secure postuniversitary life.

Student life at TUCN
TUCN has two campuses in
Cluj Napoca and one in the city of
Baia Mare (Northern Romania).
There is also a Swimming Pool
Complex where TUCN students
are offered lower price access.
TUCN Library provides more
than 879.000 volumes and it has
550 scats.

Every year students
from all over the
world come to study at
BBU through special
programs established
in collaboration with
foreign universities.
Partner BBU
universities can be
found in numerous
European countries,
North and South
America, Asia, Africa
and Australia.
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ADU

Through art to success

T

here is no feeling of completeness without a little bit
of spirituality and without
imagination. Imagination gives the
feeling of spiritual freedom, and
when imagination becomes reality
art comes out, as a deep expression
of human creativity. Those who
are able to transform art in a way

of living, or to make it the purpose
of their existence, living everyday
through and for it, should be seen
as really courageous people. Cluj
Napoca is that kind of place where
artists can express themselves in
many ways, and, at the same time, a
place where art can be appreciated at
its true value.

Photo © Dragos Bogdan

best specialists trained in a top university, our
society has the chance to gradually move to a
better understanding of nowadays’ art. Following European curricular models ADU provides
quality education in the field of arts.

ADU Graduate Gala
Its history and mission
ADU consist of two faculties,
the Faculty of Fine Arts and the
Faculty of Decorative Arts and Design. The first Arts School in Romania was founded in Cluj, in 1781.
In 1926 The School of Fine Arts
was founded as a higher education
institute. In the beginning it had
only two departments: painting and
sculpture. Today, besides painting
and sculpture, students can choose
from a consistent list of specializations, like graphics, photo-videodigital image processing, pedagogy
of art, conservation and restoration,
textile arts or design. The university
staff reunites many young internationally recognized artists.

Without any doubt, Europe can
be considered the place where art has
known perfection, starting with the
classical Greece, passing through the
Byzantine period, the Renaissance,
continuing with various pure European styles like Baroque, Rococo,
ending in Neoclassicism, Romantic, Modern and Postmodern styles.
Shortly, Europe has a long and old
artistic tradition. Of course, nowadays the purpose of art has changed,
but somewhere in our subconscious
we are still led by our artistic roots.
ADU’s mission is to train fine and
decorative arts and design specialists
who will be able to have a cultural,
and also commercial and industrial
impact on society. Contemporary art
is a different kind of art, and with the

The Fashion Design Gala of Art and
Design University’s Graduates, end of June,
2013. ADU bachelor and MA level graduates presented a number of 25 fashion collections at the 19th edition of this Gala. ADU
organizes this event every year, offering, to
its outstanding students the opportunity to
enter the prestigious world of fashion. They
have the possibility to obtain important
awards and participate in internships that
will guarantee them a successful career.

ADU and “Graduates
and the Labor Market” project
ADU is closely interested in the opinion of its students after their graduation.
Through various surveys the university seeks
to evaluate and improve its activity, being on
the other side interested in the integration of
its graduates in the labor market.
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The Romanian-American
University

Written by Diana Spînu

T

he Romanian-American University
founded in 1991, is an accredited
University according to the Romanian Agency for Quality Assurance in Higher
Education (ARACIS) and the European
University Association. Through its accomplishments, the Romanian-American University has consolidated its position in the
Romanian educational system, becoming
one of the best educational institutions in
Romania and the best private University in
Romania.
The Romanian-American University promotes a tight connection with the business
environment. Also the University supports
cultural activities and students’ involvement
in practical and social-responsibility activities. In this context within the University,
there was founded, a range of departments
such as Microsoft Innovation Center, the
Romanian-Japanese Studies Center and The
Portuguese Studies Center.
Beginning with December 2011, The
Romanian-American University’s Senate
approved founding the Asian Studies Department. Within this Department, the
Romanian - Japanese Studies Center, the
Romanian - Chinese Studies Center, and the
Romanian - Korean Studies Center function
as independent entities.
When we talk about the main objectives
of the Department of Asian Studies, Romanian – American University, Bucharest, we
refer to promoting educational and research
activities in order to give our students a better knowledge of the current trends in Asia.

We are also promoting cultural activities that are expected
to provide new perspectives and
a better understanding not only
of the traditions but also of the
Asian countries’ social contexts.
The Department of Asian Studies
wants to develop tight connections with similar entities, both
in Romania and abroad, but also
to develop mobility programs for
educational purposes and internships.
„We are trying to establish a
permanent dialogue and a close
connection with the bussines en-

vironment” (Ovidiu Folcut, PhD,
Rector of the Romanian – American University).
Starting with the fall of 2012,
The Romanian-Korean Studies
Center’ offers started Korean language classes for the students of
the Romanian-American University and other interested people. In
close connection, we also intend to
develop classes and lectures about
Korean culture and business environment, taking into account the
profile of our University. Another
goal is organizing student exchanges and festivals designed to pro-
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mote Korean culture in Bucharest
and more.
On Tuesday, the 16th of April
2013, the official opening of the
Romanian – Korean Studies Center
at the Romanian – American University was celebrated. On the same
day the ceremony of signing the
collaboration protocol between the
Open Bridge Consortium Association and the Romanian – Korean
Studies Center took place.
The event was attended by Mr.
Octavian Gagiu, Vice-President of
the Open Bridge Consortium Association, Ph.D. Ovidiu Folcut,
Rector of the Romanian – American
University, Professor Ha Young Sun,
Ms. Raluca Dumitrana and Mr.
Ho Young Song form Open Bridge
Consortium Association. Also,
Beginning with December
2011, The RomanianAmerican University’s Senate
approved founding the Asian
Studies Department.
Within this Department, the
Romanian - Japanese Studies
Center, the Romanian Chinese Studies Center
and the Romanian - Korean
Studies Center function
as independent entities.

among the participants were Associate Professor Dr. Mihai Sebea, Director of the International Relations
Department, Mr. Serban Georgescu, Director of the Department
of Asian Studies and also Professors
Jan Duggar and Mary Helen Duggar from the Holy Family University
(Florida, USA), Professor Kaloyan
Kostadinov (International University College, Bulgaria), Professor Anna
Hnatyszyn-Dzikowska (Stanisław
Staszic State School of Higher Vocational Education in Piła, Poland),
Professor Anna Michalska (University of Technology and Life Sciences
in Bydgoszcz, Poland), Professor
Marianna Machata (University of
Obuda, Hungary).
As we proposed from the start,
the main activity of the Romanian

– Korean Studies Center is to organize, in
partnership with OpenBridge Consortium,
Korean language courses. Fifty students
are now studying Korean language and the
classes are organized in three different levels:
beginners, intermediate and advanced.
Along its first year of activity, the Center
also organized other activities, such as Korean food workshop, that took place in April
2013. The workshop was organized under
the guidance of professor Ha Young Sun.
The participants had the opportunity to
taste the specialties of Korean cuisine, like
kimchi, japchae and bulgogi.
In June, our students, together with
those from Open Bridge Consortium, participated in a team building at Curtea de
Arges. Therefore, they had the chance to
know each other better and visit beautiful
places, a context in which strong friendships
were born.
Among other cultural events, theRomanian-Korean Studies Center hosted the exibition of the photo album “Coreea de Nord, un
lagar cat o tara” (“North Korea, a prison camp
as a country”). Mr. Adelin Petrisor was the
special guest of the event and also gave a brief
lecture about the situation of North Korea.
The Romanian Center for Korean Studies also organized a workshop on “Traditional Dances in South Korea and Romania”. The event was held at the Senate Hall
of the Romanian-American University and
was very successful. The guests were able to
enjoy a small part of Korean culture and also
admire traditional costumes.
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a century-old
passion for quality
Written by Băbţan Georgiana

T

he company known today as “Marmosim” traces its existence back to
the latter part of the eighteenth century, when a group of dedicated mine workers started to exploit the quarry at Ruschita,
one of the world’s most notable marble locations which, together with Romania’s five
other main quarries, still belongs to them.
The name was first documented in 1925 and
was maintained until
present.
Having the majority of its shares bought
by Titan Mar in 1998,
the company expanded
its horizon to make Romanian marble recognized worldwide as well as to introduce
foreign quality products into the local market. In this prospect, the efforts are divided
between the two companies, Marmosim being in charge of producing the marble that it
is famous for, while Titan Mar takes on the
role of importer of various materials, design,
and techniques to further develop the Romanian market and satisfy customer needs.
Marmosim’s long-lived and well-cemented success is enforced by the fact that they

are the owner of Romania’s most
important six quarries from where
they extract and process marble,
limestone, travertine, and andesite.
Also, the fact that they cater to both
local and foreign markets with raw
material and finished products such
as tiles, banisters, columns, fire
places, table
tops, vanity
tops, stairs
or
other
decorative
elements is
an asset that
few companies in this field can pride themselves with.
It is only natural that in order to be able to put forward such
a large variety of products, they
would have to have access to diverse types of material. Therefore,
the company offers a very strong
and ware out resistant natural beige
limestone called Baschioi, more
delicate light beige-background
limestone with fossil inserts called

Podeni limestone. Travertine also
comes in two colors, namely beige
and beige-brown and is exploited
in quarries at Carpinis and Geoagiu. A fairly different type of product is the Pietroasa andesite, an
eruptive rock with a porphyry-glass
structure, its homogenous grey
color and compact texture making
it ideal for outside projects such as
paving, kerbs, and urban furniture.
Last but not least, as it was expected, they kept true to their original
product, the Ruschita marble remaining the most important material in their portfolio. Its popularity
is greatly influenced by the fact that
it comes in a larger color range such
as white, yellowish, orange, light
pink, dark pink, with natural veining and compact texture. Coupled
with its notable properties regarding resistance and maintenance,
these characteristics are what create
the demand that enables Marmosim to produce more than fifteen
thousand cubic meters of this particular material alone each year.
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As the leader in Romania’s stone market, Marmosim’s materials
were used for some of our country’s most famous buildings, namely
the Parliament Palace formerly known as Nicolae Ceausescu’s People’s
House, and the Presidential Palace. Finalized in 1997, the construction has a total surface of three hundred and thirty thousand square
meters, which secured its spot in the Guinness World Record Book as
the second largest building, after the Pentagon. Other notable contributions were made to the construction of the National Bank Bucharest, the Museum of Contemporary Art Bucharest, National Library,
various hotels, commercial centers, airports, cathedrals and residential
projects.
However, their success is not limited by the borders of the country, as the quality of the Ruschita marble which was used for medieval
palaces in Wien, Budapest and Bucharest in the late eighteenth century together with the latest Italian technology in regard to the machinery helped Marmosim and Titan Mar create a remarkable reputation
abroad as well. Consequently, over the last 10 years they participated
in large-scale projects all over the world, some of the most important
being the Kowloon Station in Hong Kong, Ardmore Park in Singapore, Marunouchi Center, Soka Building and Roppongi Asahi TV in
Japan. Other exquisite creations that used the same marble is Brunei’s
Sultan’s Bathroom, Gianni Versace’s House in Miami, BBC Quarter
in Mannheim, Germany, Vila Rebeca, Miami USA, and Michael
Schumacher’s villa in Monte Carlo. However, their international endeavors do not stop here, as they are currently involved in projects in
Georgia, Qatar, and Germany.
Customer oriented attitude and control over the full process of
creating the provided products is what helped Marmosim and Titan
Mar stay at the top of their game. Also, the fact that they are the
exclusive owners of Romania’s most important six quarries enables
them to provide in a short amount of time a large and varied range
of products. Moreover, having assigned quality control technicians
that supervise the process through all its steps from extraction to the
finished product which includes cutting, surface finishes, selection,
packing, marking, and any other logistics aspect is a great advantage,
as it makes it possible for them to guarantee for the quality of their
materials. Their responsible attitude is further proved by the fact that
they extended their expertise in the field of maintenance as well, being able to also provide services post-number. Not only that, but they
value the buyer’s opinion, as every delivery is followed up by a customer review request which will enable the company to enrich their
services and product for future projects. Also, since 2006 the company implemented a Quality Management System ISO 9001, ISO
14001, and ISO 18001 in all the activities, which include ultimate
safety standards and environmental issues.
On the other hand, they focused on the customer’s needs, studying the trends of the market in order to be the first ones who put out
the products that will be demanded both local and foreign clientele.
Having observed that the focus is being shifted to advanced surface
process using high technology, they immediately invested in the best
Italian equipment. In regard to materials, their product comes at great
advantage, as the latest demands come for materials with warm colors
such as cream and beige, their limestone, travertine and cream beige
coming to satisfy that need.
Their ambition and strong work ethic is what made Marmosim
the leader in the Romanian stone and marble and the producer for
one of the world’s most famous types of marble, the Ruschita marble.
While they kept true to their original produce, focusing on enhancing
its qualities and promoting it abroad, they aimed for development by
expanding their range of products and including other types of materials. This high-aiming attitude is still exhibited today through the
expression of great goals such as expansion in the Middle and Far East
as well as China’s markets while not forgetting its roots and continue
to provide for the ever growing local demand.

Ruschita Marble - Romania

Marmosim’s materials were used for the Parliament Palace
formerly known as Nicolae Ceausescu’s People’s House.

Pietroasa Andesite - Romania
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A project for a million Romanians:

The Somes Water Company
Written by Alexandra Păcurar

Historical facts
The Somes Water Company has
coordinated investments projects
worth well over 300 million euros for
water and sewage systems, from 1997
to 2013. The biggest one we already
detailed above. The others are:
» building 183,4 kilometers of
water and sewage networks in the city
of Cluj-Napoca (1997-2002) – 38,5
million US dollars
» the expansion of the water distribution system in Cluj-Napoca on
over 140 streets and building sewage
systems in five rural localities in Cluj
county (2004-2009) – 63,6 million
euros
» the SAMTID program meant
investments in all urban areas in Cluj
and Salaj county (2005-2008) – 14,4
million euros

T

he Somes Water Company
based in Cluj-Napoca is
currently deploying an infrastructure project worth almost
200 million euros, most of which
(over 70%) are paid by the European Union’s Cohesion Fund. This
is the most valuable investments
project in public infrastructure in
the history of Cluj-Napoca. Other
public institutions and even private companies see it as a true example of how European funds can
be obtained and efficiently spent.
The company is the first truly
regional public service of its kind
in Romania, the only one that
crossed the boarders of a county
and now serves almost three quarters of a million inhabitants in
eight towns and 58 rural settlements from Cluj and Salaj Counties. The Somes Water Company
was founded in 2005, after the old

county company was reorganized
and ever since then it took advantage of all the funding tools made
available by the European Union
in order to offer its clients quality
services and meet all the requirements - regarding environmental
protection.

A project for a million
Romanians
What is maybe most important
is that after the year 2015, when
the project is completely implemented 96% of the citizens in Cluj
and Salaj will have access to a modern water pipes system compared to
just 69% when the project started.
Also, 100% of all the used water
is collected and treated, compared
to the initial 86%. The main objective of the project is increasing
the comfort and safety levels for its
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The Somes Water Company is the first public
service of its kind, in Romania, that has a
truly regional activity.

Local investments
Cluj-Napoca is a city in the heart of
Transylvania that is constantly expanding and therefore, its needs are growing.
The Somes Water Company managed to
build over 55 kilometers of water supply
pipes within the city as part of its 2008 –
2015 investment program. A little over 5
million euros were spent for the new systems which are functional since December
2012.
Each year, the Somes Water Company
develops projects financed from a special
local tax. In 2013, almost 600.000 euros
were spent on the replacement of the water and sewage systems on several streets in
the old area of the city. Also, a new water
and sewage network was built due to the
necessities of the new residential areas in
Cluj-Napoca, such as Valea Chintaului or
Faget. Almost 340.000 euros were spent
for the latter.

The future looks bright
Photo © CA Somes

consumers, protecting the environment and preserving the water resources.
The biggest investment contract
within this project was made for
modernizing a new sewage treatment unit in Cluj, in accordance
with the newest national and European standards for environment
protection. More than 33 million
euros were spent in order to make
sure that all the used waters in the
area of Cluj county are treated and
that they do not affect the environment.
The most recent stage of this
project ended in July this year,
when an important part of the

project was completed. Three new
water tanks with a surface of 1.500
square meters were built and installed in Cluj-Napoca. These are
meant to serve the new residential
areas that developed in the last few
years. Also, a number of ten tanks
were modernized, a water pumping
station was built and eight kilometers of the water supply network
was mended to fit the latest standards. These works alone improved
the lives of half a million inhabitants in Cluj county. However, the
investments will affect and improve
the lives of all the people living in
Cluj and Salaj, over a million Romanians.

For the next European financing plan,
2014 – 2020, the Water Company from
Cluj has even more ambitious plans linked
to EU’s funding programs. “Our masterplan was updated in 2012 and in it we
included all our investment objectives for
the upcoming years. The approximate value of all these is 295 million euros. Currently, we are preparing the public auction
for the technical assistance needed to create the financial application”, said Lucian
Croitoru, spokesperson for the Somes Water Company.
This next stage, starting from 2014 will
be an important step for environmental
protection in the rural areas. “Water pipes
for all the localities with more than 50 inhabitants and sewage systems for all the
rural settlements with more than 2.000
inhabitants. This is our aim. Also, we will
also provide a treatment station for used
waters for these larger villages”, explained
Croitoru.

2014 – 2020 in numbers:
» 270 kilometers of new water supply pipes
» 210 kilometers of new sewage systems
» 100% service covered in the urban area
» 100% service covered in the rural settlements with over 2.000 inhabitants
» 100% of used waters, treated
When it comes to actual construction services in the next stage, the most important contract will be that for building the 150 kilometers conduit
between Cluj and Salaj. “We are now covering 8 municipalities and 152 rural localities. 96% of the area has water supply services and 79% has sewage services. Through our newly set objectives we aim to reach 100% water and sewage services in the urban areas and also in the rural area, for the
localities with over 2.000 inhabitants”, said Lucian Croitoru.
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From Transylvania to the French at Salomon

The first social business
in Romania

Written by Alexandra Păcurar

T

he Cluj authorities were looking
for an efficient solution for people
dismissed from Mechel Knowlton.
With European funding, they established
the first social joint enterprise in Romania. In the first stage, 250 people dismissed
from the steel plant will produce ski boots
for Salomon. Production line opens on
January 2014.
In the past two years, hundreds of people have been dismissed by Mechel Campia Turzii. People who have worked at the
steel factory for almost their entire life have
found themselves without a steady income.
Authorities tried to find alternatives for

these people and the good news
arrived from the County Agency
for Employment of Labor Force
(AJOFM), a national institution
subordinated to the Romanian
Ministry of Labor. AJOFM accessed European funding for a
new project, setting up the first social joint enterprise in Romania at
Campia Turzii, Cluj County.
The Social enterprise is a
unique project in Romania and
will operate according to the
following scheme: 380 former
Mechel employees will receive
15,000 euro which will be used for

buying new equipment for a future enterprise. The new enterprise
will take in 250 employees, while
the remaining 130 individuals will
work for other companies from
Cluj County.
After four years they are expected to become owners of this
prospective enterprise by means of
a structure; in this case, the Social
Enterprise Association Campia
Turzii.
The industrial complex project
was submitted in December of
2012 to the EU Commission. That
is how a grant of 6.4 million euro
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“

The first production line will start working starting with January 2014. The next important
step is April 2014, when new teams are going to get involved into production demanded
by our client, Chim Sport, one of the world leaders in the sports articles. Afterwards,
will follow the opening of other production lines. So in January 2015 all production lines have
to reach the required capacity. It is a highly ambitious social, involving multiple and sustained
efforts“, said Alin Fetita, CEO CHIM SPORT

was received. Four million euro
will be used to create 250 jobs and
the rest for training courses and
grants awarded to those who are
present at the selection.

Social factory produces
for Salomon
The first 250 people that will
be selected will manufacture ski
boots inner liners for the famous
sports brand Salomon. The social
enterprise will function in a hall
that covers over 4,500 square meters. The production starts in January 2014.
Partners of the project are
CHIM SPORTS and Plastic
Oradea, two companies that have
an old collaborative relationship
with Salomon. The 250 employees
will be trained in a Plastic factory
in Oradea, Bihor County, and the
finished product will be delivered
at Salomon.
The contract is signed for the
next four years. Daniel Don, Director of AJOFM, stated that after this
period, the factory will get back its
value of 3.7 million euro in cash.
Executive Director of business partner Plastic, Gavril Milas,
pointed out that the selected employees will take training courses
at a factory in Oradea, lasting
somewhere between one week and
one month.
“We have 16 years of experience in producing ski boots innerliners. They are made of plastic,
canvas and polyurethane foam. It
is a complex product that is made
in a period of time that lasts for
20-60 minutes, depending on
their performance level. Some of
the ingredients come from China.
The social enterprise is a project
that aims at stopping the activity
process in China and continuing it
in Romania”, said Milas.
The other partner, CHIM
SPORT Company, deals with the
selection of employees and factory
activity.
Alin Fetita, CEO CHIM
SPORT stated that “The first pro-

duction line will start working
with the arrival of January 2014.
The next important step is April
2014, when new teams are going to get involved into the production demanded by our client,
Chim Sport, one of the world
leaders in sports articles. Following
is the opening of other production
lines. Therefore, in January 2015
all production lines have to reach
the required capacity. It is a highly
ambitious goal, involving multiple
sustained efforts “.

October 20, 2005. Salomon produces products for various sports markets, including
trail running, hiking, climbing, adventure
racing, skiing, and snowboarding in over
40 countries on five continents. They used
to manufacture inline skates, transferring
technologies from their ski boot range, but
have not released any in recent years (possibly due to an infringement judgement).
Many rollerbladers consider these to be
some of the highest quality skates for street
and vert skating. Salomon produces products for various sports markets, including
trail running, hiking, climbing, adventure
racing, skiing and snowboarding in over
40 countries on five continents. They used
to manufacture inline skates, transferring
technologies from their ski boot range, but
have not released any in recent years (possibly due to an infringement judgement).
Many rollerbladers consider these to be
some of the highest quality skates for street
and vert skating.
Mechel is one of Russia’s leading mining and metallurgical companies, producing coal, iron ore, nickel steel, rolled steel
products, hardware, heat and electric power. Headquartered in Moscow, the company operates facilities in Russia, Lithuania,
Kazakhstan, Bulgaria, Ukraine, United
Kingdom and the United States. Mechel
Campia Turzii is part of the Russian company since 2003.

Lathe man will make
your boots
Tiberiu Chis is 53 years old.
He is one of those who participated in the selection interview. He
was lathe man for Mechel for the
last 35 years. On September 2012
he was fired from the steel plant
and has been receiving unemployment subsidies since then. He is
now hoping that beginning with
January 2014 he will start working
for the new company.
The same is the case of hundreds other people that were laid
off in the past two years. Currently
the 230 people are still working for
Mechel. July 2013 has seen the last
group of employees being hired
but afterwards 130 employees
were sent home. For these people,
the factory was the only chance for
a steady income and a job.

Alexandra
Pacurar,
Senior Editor

Salomon, a tradition
for over 50 years
The Salomon Group (also just
known as “Salomon”) is a sports
equipment manufacturing company that originated in Annecy,
France. The company was started
in 1947 by François Salomon and
his wife and son. In 1997, it became part of the Adidas group.
On 2 May 2005, Adidas-Salomon
announced that it had agreed to
sell the Salomon Group for €485
million to Amer Sports of Finland.
The transaction was completed on
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The first scientific park
in Romania –
Written by Alexandra Păcurar

2015

is an important year for
Cluj-Napoca, the city in
the heart of Trasylvania,
for several reasons. Then, the city will bear the
title of European Youth Capital, but also, the
first scientific and technological park in Romania will come to existence. The investment
is an estimated at 50 million euros.
This project will be coordinated by
Tetarom, a company governed by the County Council of Cluj, a company which has
successfully created three industrial parks in
the area, has launched the project for developing the fourth and announced the plans
for Tetapolis in the summer of 2013. The
first steps have already been taken.
“We decided to develop Tetapolis in
Tetarom I (the first industrial park based in
Cluj-Napoca), in the new area after the park
is extended. First, we will build a structure
for research, for a business incubator. Then,
we will definitely have more buildings and
space, some with the same functions”, explained Octavian Fodor, the deputy manager of Tetarom.

After the modifications regarding infrastructure are made, the
management of Tetarom will focus on several aspects which will
insure a successful investment like
promoting the project, informing
the market on the development
of Tetapolis and what it has to offer, but also how to access all these
services, identifying all potential
partners for such a project and the
financial capital, identifying the
most suitable type of company that
should operate in Tetapolis and
finding the main advantages that
these companies will have due to
their activity here. “Once opened,
we plan to fully exploit the park
and to extend and support the research and development activities”,
Fodor added.

The first major partners
Cluj-Napoca is well-known for
its academic institutions and specialists. This is why, the authorities
and the management of Tetarom
approached the universities for
support and involvement. This will
insure a high intellectual capital
for Tetapolis. “So far, The University of Agricultural Sciences and
Veterinary Medicine, The Technical University and The University
of Medicine and Pharmacy have
agreed to be our partners, but we
are waiting for the other academic
institutions to step in”, said Octavian Fodor, deputy manager of
Tetarom. He surely refers to BabesBolyai University as well, the oldest
and most complex academic institution in Romania, based in Cluj.
The universities will have an important role, as they will establish the
research areas in Tetapolis, based on
their expertise and the needs of the

market. The project is open for any
other collaborations and is addressing local, national or international
companies and institutions.

Why Tetapolis?
The projects aims at reviving the
research activities in the area of Cluj
and in the academic environment,
supporting new businesses that are
linked to the field of research and
creating an adequate space for their
evolution. Another objective is to
form a synergy between public authorities, private businesses and the
universities. All these should, in the
end, lead to regional and national
economic development.
Similar investments have been
announced, even though, the
developers of Tetapolis say that
this doesn’t mean there is an actual competition. The City Hall
of Cluj-Napoca has launched the
public auction for building the
T.E.A.M. (Technology, Evolution,
Entrepreneurship and Small Businesses) Center in 2013. “I don’t
know if the two projects are similar
or not. We encourage any initiative meant to encourage economic
growth. But what I do know is that
for Tetapolis we have made all the
necessary research and studies. We
signed an agreement with IASP (International Association of Scientific
Parks). The association is our consultant for Tetapolis. International
experts made a feasibility study in
order to establish the perspectives
of this projects, the steps and the
necessary resources for its success”,
explained Octavian Fodor.
Tetapolis is due in 2015 and
until then, constant work will be
put in infrastructure and strategic
development.
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Written by Octavian Gagiu

C

luj – Napoca is, without a
doubt, a regional IT center
that attracts skilled individuals and advanced technology from
all over the country. This is the reason for which many foreign companies establish branch offices there
despite the fact that they provide
services for countries all over the
world. A success story in this field is
Pitech Plus, an IT company that is
home to over 100 experts in creating and developing digital content.
Among their top customers there are
both government institutions and
famous institutions from France and
Belgium such as World’s Customs
Organization, Dior, Kenzo, Cartier,
Publicis, Louis Vuitton, GMD Publishing and many others.
Mr. Bogdan Herea, the head of
the company, honored us with an
insightful interview.
How many employees does Pitech
Plus have? Also, what is the turnout for the past year and the one
you envision for the current one?
Bogdan Herea: The number of

employees: approximately 150; the
turnout for 2012 was 2.200.000
euros and for 2013 we aim to reach
3.000.000 euros.
What are the attributions of Pitech
employees?
B. H. : They have all it takes for
developing software for the current
most important platforms: Java,
.NET, Ruby on Rails, Pithon/Django, iOS, Android, PHP (Symfony,
Drupal, Magento etc.)
How do you describe the workforce
that exists currently in the city area
from the perspective of your activities?
There are two public universities
specializing in this field that puts
out approximately 700/800 graduates every year. In comparison with
other academic centers, the workforce is prepared from medium to
a high level. Our company has very
strong bonds with the universities as
we are one of the founders of Cluj
IT Cluster and we also recruit graduates every year.

What types of individuals characterize
Pitech Plus’ clientele? What applications
are their main choices?
B. H. : Various multinational private
companies, transnational government organizations, specialized agencies. Their main
choices are WEB-based aplications (over
90%; CMS, portals, eCommerce), mobile
applications, start-ups, etc.
What are your future plans?
B. H. :We plan on keeping an annual
growth rate of 30-40% for the next 3 or 4
years, extending our outlets in Europe and establishing collaborations with partners from
Asia.
The current Pitech Plus customers are
based in the United Kingdom, Switzerland,
Belgium, Spain, and North America.

We have the experience to
solve any digital chalenge
you might have in any
location
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Business solutions...
Barandi solutions

Andrei Barabas - Founder & Chairman.

Written by Ada Prundar

F

or over five years now, Barandi Solutions has been standing out as a young
and dynamic web application development company that loves working on entrepreneurial projects with ambitious clients
who want to build a successful business. We
support our customers with total involvement, continuous commitment and long
term partnerships.
That is why Barandi’s team of technologists was carefully hand-picked not just for
their skill and experience, but also for their
passion for creating winning products.
Laser-beam focused, agile and always open
to open, transparent dialogue, we rely on
our understanding of latest web technologies and working knowledge of developing
products from ground-up, for successful
planning, prototyping, iterating and code
delivering.
Working closely with our clients from
all over the world and offering high quality
services and products used by thousand of
users on a daily basis has helped us gain our
customers’ long term trust and satisfaction.

Andreea Ilies, CEO and VP of Sales.

Everything started 5 years ago, in
a college dorm, where Andrei Barabas,
a young tech entrepreneur, founded
Barandi Solutions out his love for
taking projects from merely ideas to
bringing them to life. While still a
freshman, he raised Barandi Solutions
» The Software as a Service Company
» from a 3 friends’ business to a 15
employees one. His secret is aiming
to provide an excellent service to the
clients and bring a real value to the
world.
In 2011 one of Barandi’s most
awesome projects started taking shape,
as a Barandi Solutions’ Lab Initiative.
Under Andrei’s directive and governed
by his passion for building winning
products, Barandi Solutions’ team
started developing ShareYourCart, an
innovative Social Media marketing
tool for online stores. The purpose of
this new project is to allow shop owners to reward those clients that promote their brand on social channels
like Facebook or Twitter, thus increasing the shop’s and product’s exposure
in one’s friends network. The mechanism is a success as it managed to gain
15.000 store registrations and 3,5 million views for the first half of 2013.
Barandi Solutions now has 15 employees who use only the latest technologies in order to create cutting-edge
web applications available on all platforms, be they web or mobile. While
having years of experience with conventional web technologies (HTML,
CSS, PHP / PHP5, MySQL, PostgreSQL), we’ve recently specialized on

more “eccentric” technologies, which
include various advanced JavaScript
frameworks, such as AngularJS.
We have also developed a work
procedure that some coders still consider daring, using the so called Mean
Stack: AngularJS for the front-end
and node.js and MongoDb for the
back-end. This combination allows
a faster development of a lightning
fast and highly scalable end product,
that works beautifully in the cloud.
Nowadays, the team’s brain is Andreea
Ilies, CEO and VP of Sales. Passionate about her work and bringing over
8 years of experience in the field, she is
the person you can talk to about options and directions. She manages a
team that does amazing things helping entrepreneurs build their online
products. Her purpose is to grow the
Barandi business to its full capacity
and beyond.
Despite the economical crisis,
Barandi did not just manage to move
to a new office and triple the number
of employees, but also doubled the
turnover every year. And this due to
the international clients we have, from
countries like United States, United
Kingdom, Dubai, Holland, Germany
and Spain, but especially thanks to our
team of brainy, talented and proactive
web developers.
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Worldtool – Endless challenge
toward the best quality
Written by Georgiana Băbţan

E

ver since the oldest of days it
has been in man’s nature to
strive for advancement and
improvement of their livelihood.
In this respect, history shows a
long line of bright minds that
did everything in their power to
create various means that would
make our work and life easier.
Even if we can now say that the
world has hit quite the high level
of civilization this process still
continues, with many individuals
joining efforts to create a society
easy to live in.
Such individuals are those at
Worldtool, who, for seven years
now, have made continuous efforts to create tools that would
satisfy the demand for tools that
could be used in households as
well as needed by large, industrial
facilities. Not only that, they also
produce construction equipment
and lasers. They attach great importance to their work and the
quality of their product, as they
create in for use worldwide, not
only in South Korea, which enables them to grow as an expertoriented company.
Ever since establishment, the
company continuously tried to
expand into overseas markets
and managed to tie collaborative
relations with Japan and China,
where they exported their products. In 2008 they managed to
break into the European market as well, by participating in
the Cologne Exhibition in
Germany and filing
a PCT applica-

tion for Quick-Convenience Adjustable Ratchet Wrench for US,
Japan, China and the EU.
As the company was founded
on the idea of export-initiated
products, special importance was
given to the quality aspect of their
product. That is why they constantly upgrade their technique
and introducing products at international quality standards was
made a priority.
Their product range includes
a large variety of upgraded multipurpose wrenches, pliers, snips,
spanners and wire cutters. While
similar products exist already on
the European market, these tools
present significant changes that
simplifies the user’s task and are
easier to use, making them timesaving utensils, an asset that is
crucially important in today’s fast
paced society.
Keeping in tone with their
global
oriented
philosophy,
Worldtool contributes to environmental preservation with their
recycling products. They produce
not only tires but also rubber automobile components as well as
rubber parts for bicycles and
motorcycles. Moreover,
they expanded in
the livelihood

facilities field, creating running tracks and
other similar surfaces
in parks while remaining in the industrial field
with their well-known asphalt materials, pavement materials and rubber rolls.
With the ever changing living conditions and needs of the general public,
Worldtool aims to continue being one of
the top providers in South Korea while
also expanding internationally with appropriate products and the development
of their special hand tools and laser system
equipment, the development into an exporting company being on their top priority list.
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The Top 3 Security Wholesalers
are Transylvanian
Written by Octavian Gagiu

T

he system security industry is
not precisely new in Romania; we can take the establishment of private security after 1990
as the mark of its birth. This kind
of market is one of the few that are
blooming even in times of recession.

“As long as there are
people who disregard
the law out there, we
are needed”
After its cementing years we can
say that it reached a certain maturity
level. Time and other factors have

proven who is the best in regard to
both distribution and number, as
well as maintenance and providing
services.
Romanian legislation is known
to be a tough ruler, which is why the
activity of companies in this field is
strictly supervised. Enterprises and
institutions are obliged by this very
legislation to have a security system,
be it electronic, human, or both. In
this article I will discuss the route of
the electronic security systems from
manufacturing to its owner. Standing regulations require that detection and alarm systems are installed
by specially licensed companies
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whose trained personnel can mount
them according to certain standards.
The aforementioned licenses are issued separately for each activity. For
example, those for installation are
separated from those for designing
such systems. Furthermore, both
the laws and licenses are separated
as follows: break in detection and
alarm systems, control access and
video monitoring are separated from
fire detection alarm systems. Taking
into consideration that the legislation regards public companies and
buildings having no particular products for households the latter years
the household market is approached
by cheap products, most of them
imported from China, which are
not homologated nor approved for
use according to the law. This situation differs in regard to companies
and institutions; this market segment is literally the official market
of the security industry, leading to
the emergence of renowned specialized distributors.
The market is divided into two
large segments: the public contracts
with institutions aided by European
funding, the segment where we can

come across European producers
and the small business client where
the dominant products are cheap
Asian systems.
Three of the best security systems distributors have their head
office in Transylvania, precisely Cluj
– Napoca.
The first and oldest one will
celebrate twenty years of existence
in 2014. With a unique name such
as Secpral Com. has built in time a
strong and positive image, having
relations with many collaborators
and customers all over the country. This is the company that offers
a large but more than anything, a
complete range of solutions. To its
oldest brands such as Commax and
Vision Hitech (South Korea), Beninca (Italy), DSC (Canada) and
Sony Professional (Japan), Avermedia and Everfocus (Taiwan) we
can see new additions in the latest
years: Samsung Techqin, Hikvision,
Intellio and others. From security
and detection systems to fire and
housebreaking, video monitoring,
control access, door automatizing,
video intercommunication, Secpral’s
offer includes even GPS Tracking

solutions. With sales that exceed 53 million
lei, over seventy four employees, this company successfully maintains its leader position
through a permanent connection with its customers, installing companies, and organizing
together with their collaborating brands training sessions. The group also includes a LED illumination division called GLEDO and a fitness equipment one called Fitlife and is being
fruitfully led by businessman Zsolt Karpat.
The second place is occupied by General
Security SRL, who have achieved a turnover
of 21 million lei in 2012 and rising ever since.
The number of employees also increased as
well as the branch offices around the country.
Led by businessman Dan Bogos whose
emblem is a golden winged horse, it runs for
the title of golden distributor in the Romanian market. General Security collaborates with
brands such as Avtech, JVC, D-MAX (Dongyang Unitech), Siemens, Arecont, AMTK,
Global Fire Equipment, and others. They also
have their own product entitled Videomatix.
Separating themselves from other distributors who prefer to offer assistance products
to the installing companies, General Security
involves itself directly into large scale projects
in the public and industrial fields.
Bentel Sistem, another distributing company in the security industry, is also an over
thirteen year veteran on the Romanian market. Just like Secpral Com, Bentel Sistem SRL
started at the same time as the distribution of
Bentel Security Italy’s products to which they
added in time brands such as Samsung, Geovision, Conlanm Syntex, Provision Hitech,
Ganz, Beninca, etc. The company’s evolution, like many others in the industry, tilts
upwards, as in the year 2012 it achieved a
turnout of over 15.9 million lei, a sum larger
than those of previous years. Led by businessman Lucian Stirban, Bentel Sistem has built a
respectable reputation among its clients and
installing companies.
Even though there are other large companies in regard to capital, these three establishments have the largest market share among
installing companies.
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Success Story

Partnership for the Love of Soil
Written by Octavian Gagiu

N

o matter the country, economy brims
with partnership examples, most of
them with transactional purposes. The
following is an example of a successful partnership, created in view of generating value through
production.
We assisted Love of Soil 119 Company in
their entrance into the European market, their
chief need being the correct setting of their
products, who’s utility is a complete solution
aimed at farmers.
Mr. Byung Chan Lee, company President,
started this group a few years back, and fueled
by the passion for his work he is unendingly
looking for means to perfect its products not
only for creating equipment but as an integrant
part in complete solutions.
The company’s name expresses wholeheartedly the love that Mr. Lee nurtures for soil and
what it has to offer. I met him at first as the
president of just another company we were assisting as part of the Glolink program, getting
familiar with pumps and solutions for irrigations, but this was only the beginning. Gradually, I discovered other products that the company fabricates, each of them projected for the
farmers that work the fields. Therefore, I had the
great pleasure of finding them suitable as solutions, from small solar pumps with energetic
efficient solar technology to the advanced SOL
400 equipment, capable of irrigating large areas

with water sheets, a blessing for Romania’s numerous farms with waterdeprived soil. The company created
not only the pumps needed but also
took upon themselves the problem of
acclimatization for new, very lucrative
and healthy types of soil, as well as
machinery and equipment dedicated
to maximized efficiency planting and
harvesting.
In a joint effort prof. Eun Gi Cho,
President of Alimentation and Agriculture College in Seoul and Love
Mr. Byung
Chan Lee,
company
President

of Soil, supported by the Romanian
Academy of Agricultural Science and
Forestry, ASAS, started researching
in view of the acclimatization of the
sweet potato cultures in the arenaceous soils in Dabuleni, the experiment receiving the praise of both local
farmers and institutions. This is how
the love for soil gave Romanian farmers the opportunity to breed one of
the most desired plants for those concerned with a healthy diet.
The private-academic cooperation
showcased by the Korean side impressed Romanian farmers, especially
due to the fact that they were enabled
to create business hands-on, privileged
by the prospects of a new business
package which included technology
transfer, quality seeding material and
dedicated equipment.
With the pretext of the first harvest, we had the pleasure of also introducing to the public the Bronto Company, whom we selected as trusted
partner for Love of Soil, in charge of
distribution and Love of Soil’s technical representative in Romania and
Hungary. We also assisted in finalizing
the contract, which is valid since September 2nd 2013.
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“

We will add to our product range
solars created in collaboration with
the Korean company, this being an
excellent technology from which
result quality products, this being
what our partners and customers
have been used to getting from us
for 19 years. It is high time
we implement new and advanced
technologies. We were acquainted
with serious partners in Asia and
we will not thwart their trust”,
Andras Kocsis
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Bronto – 19 years
» 1994 establishing the Bronto Company
» 1997 starting collaboration with
Hungarian producer Szentkiraly
» 2000 starting Goizper distribution
» 2001 MTD products are introduced in Bronto’s product range
» 2001 starting collaboration with
IKRA Mogatec
» 2008 Pubert France joins the brands
in Bronto’s portfolio
» 2009 Maruyama official distributor
» 2010 opening of a large showroom
in Cluj-Napoca
» 2011 inauguration of the new general quarters and logistic central in
Suceag Township
» 2013 signing a contract for representation of Love of Soil Korea

Established by businessman
Sandor Kocsis in 1994, Bronto is a
renowned name in gardening and
agricultural equipment in Southeastern Europe.
The company’s development
up until 2009 was upward, the
turnover growing with each year,
simultaneously with the growing
number of partners and product
portfolio. Even with the economic
crisis that took over Europe the
company maintained its pace by
taking serious measures to adapt to
new conditions therefore keeping
the impact at the lowest possible
level. Upholding its position in a
market where most of the competition stroke out, they chose to invest
Established by
businessman
Sandor Kocsis
in 1994, Bronto
is a renowned
name in
gardening and
agricultural
equipment in
Southeastern
Europe.

in the logistics center in Suceag and the new
showroom proved their partners that business is not over.
Also, the company is one of the few that
did not resort to downsizings during the
economic squeeze.
The unique approach to operating mode
and earnestness displayed for their partners, as
well as the distinguished technical assistance
services is what makes Bronto’s reputation as a
trustworthy and quality partner prevail.
The counterattack of low priced and
second-rate quality products of the Chinese market is what made Bronto stand out,
looking for partners in Asia in order to balance product variety.
No compromises were made in regard
to quality, the first partnership established
with an Asian producer being the one with
Maruyama-Japan. The complexity of the
new offer in Bronto’s portfolio and the accumulated experience determined them to
make decision of entering new market segments in order to cover the needs of farmers
by providing new quality products.
Concluding the partnership with Korean company Love of Soil entitles them to
distribute not only cultivators, besprinkling
equipment and plant treatments, irrigation
solutions, fruit dryers, but also solutions
aimed at new cultures that are currently being introduced in Romania.
The founder’s legacy is now being carried
on by his son, Andras Kocsis, who proactively brings new business ideas and management approaches on the solid basis of his
father’s endeavors.
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Successful story in management
Written by dan novac

T

he centre of the city represent the
cultural, financial, administrative and
commercial part of the Cluj Napoca
City. He is structured on 3 large squares
who form an triangle, Unirii square, Mihai
Viteazul square and Avram Iancu square.
The Center differs from the rest of the city
with a series of arhitectonic and historical
monuments, buildings from the XVII-XX
century.
On the streets like Regele Ferdinand,
Eroilor, Napoca, Memorandumului we find
impressive buildings in Baroque, Renaissance and Gothic stile. The description of
the area is not complete without the collections of bars, clubs and restaurants. One of
the best Self Restaurant from Cluj Napoca
Is Memo 10.
“Memo 10” Restaurant is located in
historical centre of Cluj Napoca City. The
name, Memo, comes from the name of the
street in wich is located, Memorandumului
Street, No 10. Memo 10 is administered by
the City Hall, the same are other 3 cafeterias
and 1 coffe shop.

Memo 10 is the first and only
Restaurant in Romania that works
in the free market, owned by a public authority. He first opened his
doors on 16 February 2011 and
from that time he bring almost half
of the total income of this public alimentation service.
In this moment, the restaurant
have modern facilities and skilled
employees. From 2009, the employees have regular participated to
national and international cooking
championships, international exchange of experience in Hungary
and South Koreea. Actually, we created a special relation with a top

bunch of people from South Korea,
in every year, the Korean cooking
team comes in Cluj Napoca to celebrate and cooking at Cluj Napoca’s
Days Festival, the same is happening
with Memo 10 cooking team in Suwon City. The menu offered is from
the Transylvanian and some specialities from the international cuisine
and the prices are from 10 up to
20% lower than those of competitors for the same services.
With qualitative services and advantageous prices, we forced the private competition to upgrade themselves and offer more high standards
and tastier food for the community.

From 2009 we can call it
a successful management deal
In 2009, the City Hall, hired Mr Visan
Gheorghe to be the manager. With high
commitment and devotion, the new manager has applied his entrepreneurial skills and
transformed the business in success.

In this Pie Chart we can observe the contribution of Memo 10
to the final sales volume, almost 50%
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Cutting the tax costs
of doing business in Romania
Written by Romana Schuster

T

his year has brought to the
table at least two ways of
cutting tax costs of doing business in Romania that are
worth exploring by Korean companies, whether they are already
established or in the due diligence
process. We chose to discuss them
mainly because they are so appropriate to the typical Korean company, which always invests heavily
in new, forefront technologies and
in educating its workforce to the
highest standards. The two ways of
reducing tax concern exactly these
aspects: tax relief for research and
development expenses and a fiscal
benefit for providing apprentice
employees with vocational training.

R&D tax relief
The relief involves corporate income tax. Firstly, there is a deferred
tax advantage. The accelerated depreciation method may be applied
for devices and equipment used in
research and development activity.
But the more significant benefit is
a pure tax allowance, a deduction
for profit tax purposes of 50% of
research and development expenses. Given that the corporate profit
tax rate in Romania is 16%, the
actual benefit amounts to a rebate
of 8% of total R&D costs, reflected
in the company’s bottom line as a
cut in profit tax liability. It is a selfassessed benefit, claimed directly
when filling in the tax return, as a
deduction from the taxable base.
Any company that pays corporate income tax in Romania (including a foreign company that carries
out activity in Romania through a
branch) may benefit from this tax
incentive if it incurs expenses relating to eligible research and development activity. Eligible R&D
activities include, applicative research and / or technological development, relevant to the company’s
activity. The R&D activity may be
carried out in Romania or in other
EU or EEA member states, and
should be included in specific “re-

search and development projects,”
that is, projects with a clearly set
objective, timeline, research field,
financing source, type of research
result (e.g. study, scheme, technology, IT product, recipe etc). If the
objective of the projects is to obtain
new or improved products and new
or modernized services the innovative character of the whole undertaking is recognized.
A draft of the norms for the application of this provision of the tax
code (published by the Ministry of
Finance) specifies additionally as eligible expenses “expenses involving
services provided by suppliers.” It
also specifies as qualifying costs (eligible for tax relief ) costs assigned
on the basis of an intra-group costsharing agreement (if the agreement provides that the Romanian
taxpayer involved is granted the
right to freely use the research results) and costs related to a research
& development centre which obtains results that are recorded in
the name of an affiliated entity, as
long as the Romanian taxpayer gets
free access to these results and can
exploit them for its own purposes
(commercial, service supplier or
manufacturing activity).

Fiscal grant for workplacebased apprenticeship
The law that establishes rules for entities
offering workplace-based apprenticeship
training is not new. What is new is that the
apprenticeships are no longer restricted to
people less than 26 years old but are now
open to all ages. The contract is basically a
specific form of the regular working contract. Employers’ additional obligations
include the requirement to ensure that the
apprentice benefits from knowledge and
practical training specific for the qualification he or she is pursuing.
The apprentice must meet the contractual obligations, attend the theoretical
knowledge and practical training activities
specific for the vocational training program
and pass the graduation examination to obtain the vocational qualification certificate.
The employer company should appoint a
qualified coordinator, with a clean background record and at least 5 years activity
within the last 10.
For each apprentice, the employer will
be granted a fiscal benefit, which is currently around 70 EUR a month, which could
bring the company an extra 2520 EUR
over the three-years of vocational training
it may offer to an employee by law. In addition, the vocational program can also be
financed from other sources, like sponsorship from individuals or companies, or EU
grants.
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Doing business in romania.
Highlights of key legal issues
Written by Alin Mihai Laurentiu

T

here are many opportunities for foreign investors to develop business in
Romania, especially in terms of projects covering infrastructure, manufacturing, services and technologies that meet the
country’s development priorities.

Doing business
The most common form of business
development in Romania is incorporating
a company. The most common forms for
the incorporation of a company are joint
stock companies and limited liability companies.

Responsibility
For both types of companies, social obligations are guaranteed with the share capital
and the shareholders are liable only to the
extent of the invested capital.

48

Shareholders

Censors and audit

A joint stock company must consist of at least two shareholders. The
minimum share capital of a joint
stock company cannot be less than
90,000 RON (about 20,450 EUR).
The shares of joint stock companies
may be transferred freely without any
restrictions.
A limited liability company may be
founded by one or more members, but
their number cannot exceed 50. A person cannot be the single shareholder in
more than one limited liability company. The share capital of a limited liability company cannot be less than 200
RON (about 45 EUR). The shares of
limited liability companies cannot be
transferred to third parties outside the
company without the consent of the
shareholders representing three quarters of the share capital.

A joint stock company must have at
least three censors. Limited liability companies must have censors only if they
have more than 15 shareholders. Joint
stock companies and limited liability
companies meeting certain requirements
related to the turnover and the number
of employees must audit their financial
statements, in which case they have the
possibility of not having censors.

Taxes
The main taxes that may be applicable for the Romanian companies are:
profit tax, tax on micro-enterprises, income in Romania of non-residents, tax
on representative offices, value added
tax (VAT), excise duties, custom duties
and local taxes. Also, in Romania there
is an income tax, which is only applicable to natural persons.
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Human resources
Employment conditions
The conditions of employment are
governed by the Romanian labor law. The
legislation in this area is quite strict, especially regarding limitations on working
hours and overtime. Under the Romanian
law, an individual becomes able to work at
the age of 16. The law establishes the minimum gross wage guaranteed by payment:
since July 1 2013, it is 800 RON (about
181 EUR) per month for a full-time program of 168,667 hours per month, representing 4.74 RON / hour (about 1 EUR/
hour). The employers are required to calculate and withhold the employees’ taxes
and contributions when wages are paid, as
follows: wage income tax and social contributions. There are also some social contributions that must be paid by the employing company in addition to the gross
salary of the employee.

Entering Romania
Entering Romania can be permitted
to foreigners (a foreigner is a person who
does not have Romanian citizenship, citizenship of another member state of the
European Union or the European Economic Area or the Swiss Confederation
citizenship) if they comply with some specific conditions. One of them is possessing
a visa or residence permit granted by law
or, by case, possessing any authorization
which gives the holder the right to transit
or reside in Romania under the EU normative acts. Besides visa for airport transit
and transit visa, there are two main types
of visas: short-term visas and long-term
visas.
The grant of short-term visas is made
on the purpose for which it was requested: for a mission (the foreigners who, for
reasons related to their political, administrative or public utility, need to travel
to Romania), for tourism, visit, business,
transportation, sports, cultural activities,
scientific activities, humanitarian activities, short-term medical treatment or other activities which are not contrary to the
Romanian legislation.
»Long-term visas are divided into several categories: visas for economic activities, for professional activities, for commercial activities, for employment, for
detachment, for study, for family reunification, for religious activities, to conduct
scientific research. In view of a Romanian
company established by a foreign investor, the most relevant long-term visas
are long-term visa for commercial activities and long-term visa for employment:
long-term visa for commercial activities
is granted, based on the agreement of the
Romanian Center for Trade Promotion
and Foreign Investment, to foreigners who
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are shareholders or associates, responsible for the management or
the administration of companies,
Romanian legal persons, which
are to make an investment;
» long-term visa for employment is granted to foreigners
based on the work permit issued
by the Romanian Immigration
Office under the conditions provided by law (the law also provides several exceptions to the
obligation to previously obtain
a work permit). A foreigner may
apply for long-term visa for employment after he gets the work
permit. The visa is approved by
the National Visa Center.

Work permits
The main types of work permits
that can be granted to foreigners
are:
» work permit for permanent
workers - entitles the holder to be
employed based on an individual
labor agreement concluded for a
permanent or temporary period
by a single natural or legal person
in Romania or in an office, branch
or subsidiary in Romania of a legal person established abroad;
» work permit for seasonal
workers - entitles the holder to
be employed in Romania for a
maximum period of 6 months

within 12 months and cannot be
extended for the performance of
other kind of job;
» work permit for cross-border
workers - entitles the holder to be
employed based on an individual
labor agreement for a period of
12 months, with the possibility
of extension to new periods up
to 12 months, at a single natural
or legal person in Romania or in
an office, branch or subsidiary in
Romania of a legal person established abroad, under the conditions provided by law;
» work permit for highly qualified workers - entitles the holder
to be employed, based on a valid
labor agreement concluded for at
least one year, by a natural or legal
person in Romania, for a highly
qualified job.
Obtaining the work permits is
the responsibility of the employer, in which sense he must follow
some legal proceedings at the Romanian Immigration Office.
At the proposal of the Ministry of Labor, Family and Equal
Opportunities, in accordance
with labor migration policy and
considering the labor market situation in Romania, the Government determines annually the
number of work permits that can
be issued to foreigners.
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Romania is a dynamic country
waiting to be discovered
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Visit Transylvania
Written by Claudia Herţeg

T

he Romanian historian, Nicolae Iorga said:
“Each place on earth has its own story to tell, but you have to keep your ears
wide open and you need a bit of love to understand it”.

Maramureş County is situated in the
north western part of Romania. It’s one of
the few Romanian provinces where people believe that folk costumes are much
more valuable than designer clothes. The
people from this area are very attached to
their land and traditions, passing their
folk costumes from one generation to another. Hard working and talented craftsmen, they have managed to create works
of art that are unique in Europe. Among
these we count The wooden Churches of
Maramures, dating from the 14th century, eight of them being part of UNESCO
World Heritage: Bârsana, Budeşti-Josani,
Desesti, Ieud, Plopis, Poienile Izei, Rogoz
and Surdesti.
The eight narrow, high, timber
constructions
we
enumerated - with
their characteristic
tall, slim clock towers - are outstanding
examples of a range
of architectural solutions from different
periods and areas,
showing a high level
of artistic maturity
and craft skills. They
were built during the
Austro-Hungarian
occupation. In those
times, the locals
were forbidden to
build stone churches
for fear these might
have been used as
fortifications like the ones built by the
Saxons in Transylvania.
People from Maramures also proved
that they are not afraid of dying, on the
contrary, they have learnt how to laugh in
the face of death - by creating The Merry
cemetery. The idea occurred to the craftsman Stan Ioan Patras in 1935. He painted the first cross in a merry way, accompanied by an amusing anecdote about the
life of the deceased.
The cemetery is actually a testimony
to the beauty of life and the fact that you
should cherish it and laugh until the end,
even beyond.
If you have the opportunity to visit
the region, you must take a ride with the
train called Mocanita, starting from Viseu de Sus. It will be like stepping back in
time by embarking on the steam-powered
locomotives. The route in the Vaser Val-

ley passes by hundreds of years old villages and sun-soaked mountain meadows.
Maramures is renowned not only for
the folk costumes, traditions, craftsmanship but also for the hospitality of its
people and the culinary recipes, based on
products that people obtain from their
households, so you should not hesitate
when it comes to sampling the delicacies
offered.
Transylvania is a complex mixture of
culture, nature, history and myth. As the
region is circled by the Carpathian mountains, there are a lot of National parks,
mountain forests and hiking or climbing
possibilities. There are also about 100 castles and fortresses,
about 70 fortified
churches, and many
small, traditional villages with old houses.
The Saxons settled in Transylvania
in the early 11th
century. They started to build fortified cities while the
people in the villages fortified their
churches against migratory tribes. The
city of Sighisoara is
probably one of the
most representative
among the over 500
German fortifications, of which only
a few of are now
listed by UNESCO.
This perfectly intact 16th century
gem with nine towers, cobbled streets,
burgher houses and ornate churches rivals the historic streets of Old Prague or
Vienna in magic atmosphere. It is also the
birthplace of Vlad Dracula, also known
as Vlad Tepes (Vlad the Impaler), ruler of
the province of Walachia from 1456 to
1462. It was he who inspired Bram Stoker’s fictional creation, Count Dracula.
Year after year, on the last weekend
of July, Sighisoara is hosting the Medieval Arts and Crafts festival, when the
air is filled with a medieval atmosphere
more then ever. This event is the perfect
occasion to immerse oneself in the lore
and legends of medieval Transylvania,
enjoying troubadour music, exhibitions, costume parades, handicraft displays, open-air concerts and medieval
ceremonies.
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Romania is
a dynamic
country, rich in
history, art and
scenic beauty,
offering the
traveler countless
unique travel
experiences
waiting to be
discovered.
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Less than 20 km from Sibiu, in the authentic village of Sibiel, can be found The
Museum of Painted Glass Icons. The museum is the largest of its kind in Europe
and hosts over 700 icons, some of them
more than 200 years old. They were made
by master painters or monks and their wish
was for the icons to be seen by as many people as possible in order to spread faith and
appreciation for traditional values.

Another pearl of Transylvania, which reopened its gates after years of restoration, is the
Alba Iulia Citadel. With its seven bastions,
guarded by six beautiful gates, the Citadel is
the most impressive and visible fortification,
built by using the Vauban military architectural system - the largest of this kind in Southeastern Europe. Every stone of the Fortress
breathes in the rhythm of two thousand years
of history and offers the visitors the opportunity to travel through the vestiges of three
fortifications of three different eras, built successively on the same location, starting from
106 AD until the year 1735.
The ceremonial exchange of the guards
in the Citadel, gather every day, but especially on Saturdays, when the ceremony is
more spectacular, dozens of tourists, enthusiasts to see a unique show, meant to bring
life within the hundreds of years old walls.

***

Sibiu is another spectacular city. It
was the largest and wealthiest of the seven
walled citadels built in the 12th century
by the Saxons. Sibiu’s Old Town retains
the grandeur of its earlier days: The Large
square, existing since 1366 when the third

fortification belt of the city was finalized;
the Small square, which slopes under the
Bridge of Lies towards the Lower Town;
The Evangelic Church, the oldest church in
Sibiu, dominates The Huet square.
The International Theatre Festivals
Sibiu (will take place between 6-14 June
in 2014) has become the most important
theatrical arts venue in Romania along 20
years of its existence. Only two other festivals in the world can boast with greater
performances that the ones in Sibiu.
For one week in June, the Grand square
and the main boulevards of Sibiu become
innovative settings for various artistic performances, which may occur spontaneously, in any location.
The first edition was held in 1994 and
featured only actors from Romania, but by
the year 2007, when Sibiu was nominated
the European Capital of Culture, artists
from 70 countries attended the festival.
The plays are performed in the most unusual locations, such as the Astra Museum
of Traditional Civilization in Sibiu, built on
the shores of a lake, among windmills, watermills and traditional Romanian houses,
providing a spacious background.

***

Few people know that Sinaia, located
in a beautiful mountainous region, Prahova Valley, was named after Mount Sinai
in Egypt. It is one of the oldest and most
famous mountain resorts, often referred
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***

Braşov is surrounded on three sides by
mountains, being a perfect choice for a medieval settlement. Founded by the Teutonic
Knights in 1211, the old city is one of the
best preserved in all of Europe.
Lined with beautiful red-roofed merchant houses, The Council Square (Piaţa
Sfatului), situated in the heart of the old
medieval Braşov and known to the Saxon
population as the Marktplatz, is one of the
finest in the country. The Black Church represents another important landmark of the
city, and towers over The Council Square as
the largest Gothic church between Vienna
and Istanbul.
Another famous castle – Bran, was built
in the mid-1300s on the edge of the Bran
Pass, considered to be the legendary home
of Bram Stoker’s Count Dracula.
Stoker’s story is based on the life of
Vlad Ţepeş/Vlad the Impaler (1431-1476).
Known as one of the Turks’ most feared enemy, he started enforcing the law, by introducing death penalty and impaling all those
he considered to be a threat to the state’s
security. In reality he was afraid that somebody would try to replace him, such as his
step brother, Vlad the Monk or his cousin
Dan the Young. People say he was Count
Dracula because he used to sign with his father’s name, Dracul “The Devil”, the word
alone carrying magic and mystery.

Visit Transylvania

Here are some of
Romania’s superlatives:
» The Black Church in Braşov is the largest gothic church east
of Vienna. It has the largest organ in Europe with 4000 tubes,
built by Buchholz, Berlin’s famous organ builder, in 1836, as
well as the largest bell in Romania, weighing 6.3 tons.
» Braşov is home to what is said to be the narrowest street in
Europe, the Rope Street (Strada Sforii), which is approximately four feet wide and was initially used as an accessroute by firefighters.
» Sighişoara’s fortress is thought to be the best preserved
and continuously inhabited, early middle age city in Europe.
» The Palace of Parliament in Bucharest, is, according
to the World Records Academy, the largest and most
expensive civil administration building in the world.
It is also considered to be the biggest office building in
Europe, having 3.9 million square feet and second-largest
in the world, after the U.S. Pentagon.
» The Merry Cemetery in the village of Săpânța - Maramureş
is one of the world’s most unique - in all respects - resting places, well known for its over 800 colorful gravestones, carved in
oak and decorated with colorful paintings and funny epitaphs
about the deceased.
» The tallest wooden church in the world, Săpânţa Peri,
Maramureş, can be found in the northwestern part of Romania. The 257 feet tall church, dedicated to St. Michael,
culminates with a 23 feet cross that weighs 1,000 lbs.
» Romania is home to the second largest outdoor museum
in the world, Astra Museum in Sibiu, featuring more than
300 buildings, as well as watermills, windmills and many
village architectural style structures.
» The Danube Delta, the most extended wet area in Europe,
occupies the third place in the world as biodiversity, after the
Great Barrier Reef and Galapagos islands.
to as “The Pearl of the Carpathians”.
Peles Castle, with its fairytale
turrets and pointed towers, was
built as a summer residence by Romania’s longest serving monarch,
King Carol I, who died and was
buried here in 1914, just months
after the castle’s completion.
The construction of Peles took
8 years and the king himself supervised all works. That is why the castle exhibits so many German NeoRenaissance elements, both on the
exterior and interior, with sharp
lines, irregular shapes and asymmetrical building wings.
After you have visited the castle
and the area, you will understand
why the royal couple, Carol I and
Elisabeth fell in love with the place
and its landscape.

***

Bucharest, the capital of Romania, celebrates in 2014, 555 years
since the City of Bucharest was first
officially mentioned in a document.
The letter was signed by Vlad the Impaler himself - the legendary Dracula
from the Hollywood movies.

known for its wide, tree-lined
boulevards, glorious Belle Époque
buildings, Romania’s largest city
and capital, is today a bustling metropolis.
Perhaps the city’s charm can
be best observed in the residential
area, known as Lipscani. Today, the
old city center is being refashioned
and is home to many art galleries,
antique shops and coffeehouses.
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nels of thousands of square kilometers, the
habitat of numerous species of animals and
plants.
The specially trained guides will help
you choose from a variety of activities undertaken in the Danube Delta. Starting from
excursions in a tent under the stars to luxury
cruises, all the enthusiasts can find here the
thrill, joy or peace they are looking for.

***

For wild life and bird lovers, the
Danube Delta still offers a small
corner of paradise. You will be
able to observe rare species in their
natural environment, which are extinct in other European countries.
The origins of the Delta date
back approximately 13.000 years
and undergoes a continuous changing process ever since. The main
responsible for these changes is the
Danube River, allowing the Delta
to advance slowly towards the sea.
Before flowing into the Black Sea,
the Danube gets separated into
three branches of different lengths,
Sulina, Chilia and Sfantu Gheorghe, generating a network of chan-
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Written by Scutaru Andra
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C

luj has a hidden passion for food
and for the past years it hosts an annual International Championship
for Outdoor Cooking at Polus Center,
Cluj’s largest shopping center. In other
words, each year chefs from all over the
world gather to compete for 1st place and
to enchant gourmets with various dishes.
It’s the perfect place for people like me.
Chefs show off their creativity and “battle”
against each other in order to be crowned
“the best”.
This Championship is also in a way
helping people become accustomed with
traditional dishes from different cultures.
This year’s 7th edition tried to raise the
awareness towards the importance of
world cuisine, as food is a blessing and the
lack of it is a curse. And like the previous
year, the championship could not be completed without the exceptional chefs of the
Korean team.
Out of the 3 days of the championship
from September 6th to 8th , the Korean
team was scheduled for the 2nd and 3rd
day, probably the most important days as
well. The entire team showed great dedication when it came to cooking. Their
hard work and culinary skills were much
appreciated by those around them. Also I
will start off by laying out the events of
September 7th, since that was the first day
when our Korean team started showing
their amazing skills.

Let the feast
The morning kicked off with arranging all the needed instruments
and ingredients and also offering a
small exposition of a few traditional
Korean dolls. Getting the stands
ready is a difficult thing to do, since
there were many things that needed
to be set in place. Hours later, when
the competition actually started,
one could notice from afar how
attentive they were with the ingredients and how each of them took
care of their casted task.

“

Good painting is like
good cooking; it can be
tasted, but not explained”,
Maurice de Vlaminck

As I was standing aside I
watched people come and go, taking small interest in our Korean
team. It is not a very usual event
for people in Cluj to witness the
making of Korean dishes in broad
daylight, so eventually most of
those present took a few strolls
around the Korean stands. The
strong smell of fish is what made
most of them question what was
going on. Indeed, the Korean
team had planned to make 3 different Korean dishes that have fish
as their main ingredient. As these
dishes set themselves apart from

all Romanian dishes made with
fish, a spark of interest could be
noticed in those strolling around.
And as no competition ever
took place without proper judging, the judges of the Championship carefully watched each
competitor. After all dishes were
finished, before serving them to
the public, the judges were the
ones that got the first taste. And
as the judging came to an ending, the public was finally able
to calm their hunger as the Korean team gave out free food portions so that no one would have
to worry about money. As it was
already lunch time, both stands
were enclosed with people waiting to receive their share. Some
had the pleasure of tasting all 3
dishes, while others were satisfied
with just one of them. In a matter of minutes, the food was gone.
As the food ended and in order to
prepare for the next day’s event,
the Korean team decided shortly
after to pack their instruments
and head back to set up all the
things needed for another great
success.
As the sun went down gently,
we were once again invited at Polus, but this time for the Award
Ceremony of September 7th.
The Ceremony started around 9
p.m. and as everyone was gathered around the stage, our Korean
team showed signs of nervous-
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begin!
ness. Each competitor was awarded with different prizes, but as the
ceremony came to an end, it was
time to announce the grand winners, or those who received 1st
place. And to everyone’s surprise,
1st place went to our Korean
team for their outstanding cooking skills. A sense of celebration
enveloped the atmosphere.
As the next morning came,
another competition was about
to start, that of culinary art exhibition. Our Korean team came
earlier again, like in the previous
morning, in order to organize
and set up their culinary exhibition. Even the smallest detail was
resolved and nothing seemed out
of place. Trays full with different
dishes, organizes by colors and
whatnot took the eyes of those
present. Although lasting only a
few hours, people stopped their
usual, maybe a bit busy itinerary
and showed interest in this exhibition. A lot of people gathered
that day as well to see what the
Korean team had prepared. Some
were in awe, while others took
many pictures, however most of
them were fascinated by the small
Korean culinary exhibition. At
the beginning of the exhibition, I
was able to taste a few dishes and
they were unbelievably delicious,
like nothing I have ever tasted
before. Sadly enough, the exhibition ended too early for me and

after a small break and showing
the Korean team around Polus,
they gathered their instruments
and once again had to leave. But
before leaving, they got a chance
to experiment a small cultural or,
culinary exchange as they were
able to taste a Romanian dish,
made with cabbage and meat.
After night came once more,
the final Award Ceremony was set
to start. Not just medals, this time
the Award Ceremony included
trophies from small to large. Although the grand winners of the
night were of a different team,
our Korean team was awarded as
well, each team members was given a special reward, not excluding
even the youngest member.
That night, although cold, a
feeling of accomplishment could
be felt all around and the Korean
team was overwhelmed with emotions. Although this was only the
2nd time a Korean team was invited to take part in such an impressive championship, both last
year and this year the chefs were
pleased with the out coming result as a small part of their culture
was able to reach out this far and
spark up some more interest regarding this matter. Also, the residents of Cluj were visibly delighted by the opportunity of tasting
different and exotic dishes and
showed great support towards the
Korean team and Korean food.

“

Cooking is about passion, so it
may look slightly temperamental
in a way that it's too assertive to
the naked eye” , Gordon Ramsay

Similar to the event of May 30, this
event as well was possible with the help of
Open Bridge Consortium, whom we also
thank for their strong will and dedication.
The support they provided helped improve
the Korean-Romanian cultural exchanges
even more. Thus next year’s events will be
highly anticipated.
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Never underestimate
the power of a good team
Written by Scutaru Andra

S

ince Ancient times, sports have been
a means of developing and mastering
human skills. Over the years, sports
changed in terms of composition, nowadays consisting of various branches such as
football, martial arts, cycling, basketball,
and so on. Sports, nonetheless possesses
great importance in human history. Therefore, countries from all over the world have
raised great teams in different sports areas.
In Romania, some of the best sports teams
are located in Cluj-Napoca.
Cluj-Napoca takes pride in its teams,
especially in its football teams. Some of
the oldest football clubs in Romania come
from Cluj-Napoca, namely CFR Cluj and
Universitatea Cluj.
CFR Cluj has a great history behind
it, having dealt with many problems since
1907. The club had spent most of its existence in the lower divisions, and in 2002,
after a change of management, luck finally struck the club. CFR Cluj saw the top
flight in 2004 and the following season
took part in their first UEFA competition,
the Intertoto Cup, finishing as runners-up.
In 2007/2008, CFR Cluj became champion of 1st League for the first time in its history, taking the title away from the teams
of Bucharest for the first time in 17 years.
Since its major ownership change in 2002,
the club has set a record as it managed to
win eight trophies.
Universitatea Cluj, commonly known
as U Cluj, plays in Romania’s top-flight
league, 1st League. Although one of the
best football clubs in Romania, U Cluj has
spent the vast majority of its history in the
first league, but up until now it never became national champion. The club is also
nicknamed The Red Caps, after the red
berets worn by students from the Univer-
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“

sity of Medicine in Cluj. U Cluj
is traditionally considered to be
the most important football club
in Transylvania, although this status has been recently threatened
by the successes of its rival CFR
Cluj.
But football clubs are not the
only clubs the Cluj-Napoca hosts.
Another other sports clubs, Cluj is
the home of a basketball club and
as well of a taekwondo club. The
basketball club, CS Universitatea
Cluj by its name, was recently
reopened. The clubs ambition
and hard training was visible during their play in 1st League. The
players showed a lot more devotion and gameplay than before

which placed the team quite high
in ranking.
The taekwondo club, however,
has proven to be of aid when it
comes to cultural exchanges with
South Korea. Dynamic Club by its
name has proven over the years to be
a top class club as it received recognition for its effort and strengthen
the ties with South Korea. Thanks to
its splendid achievements, Dynamic
Club has become an important part
of Cluj. Thus Cluj can take pride in
its multiculturalism and embracement of new things.
The heart of Transylvania,
Cluj-Napoca is highly appreciated
around Romania for its wonderful
sports team.

It’s not
whether
you get
knocked
down; it’s
whether
you
get up.”,
Vince
Lombardi
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walking ahead
T

his past autumn was one
that passed in the blink of
an eye as we were busy with
various activities. As a Romania
– Korea Economic and Cultural
Association whose main task is
supporting economic exchanges
between Romania and Korea,
Open Bridge supported the participation of Korean businesses in an
energy related expo that took place
in Romania’s capital, Bucharest.
Furthermore, it foresaw four meetings and exhibitions in Seoul, Ulsan, and Suwon, as well as export
consultation meetings with Romanian companies, all while showing
determination in simultaneously
developing cultural collaborations
through various events, especially
in September, when we assisted for
the second time the participation
of a team comprised of two panel
members and seven participants in
the “2013 International Outdoor
Culinary Competition”, organized
in Cluj – Napoca. With this opportunity we could see anew the
relationships of the two countries
becoming deeper through culinary
cultural exchange.

Also, in September a total
number of 23 people forming
4 teams which included Cluj –
Napoca representatives, an export
consulting team, culinary cultural team as well as a traditional
dance ensemble visited sister city
Suwon, each part contributing
to the economic and cultural exchangebetween the two countries.
One of the aforementioned
events was organized in direct collaboration with the Suwon International Cooperation Center, the
tradition and international experiences were displayed through
the participation of Folk Ensemble “Martisorul”, who presented
Romania’s traditional attire and
dance style, attracting the attention and interest of Suwon citizens. This came as a fortunate result of the events that took place
on the occasion of Cluj Days
Festival, when a delegation was
present with business purposes
as well as cultural exchange ones.
Together with this delegation
came Mr. Won Yeom Deok, Team
Chief of Suwon Center for International Cooperation, who was

positively impressed with the efforts Cluj
representatives were making for the sake
of promoting Korean culture. Therefore,
next to the culinary team participating in
Suwon’s Hwaseong Festival the Folkloric
Ensemble “Martisorul” was also invited
to perform. Due to the good impression
created through professionalism and hard
work, the Center expressed their gratitude
and desire to invite them at the next number of the festival, taking place in 2014.
We see this as a great aid into further developing the cultural cooperation between
Cluj - Napoca and Suwon, as we are still at
the beginning of this road.
The truly thankful thing is the fact that
the Romanian cultural and culinary teams
received meticulous consideration from
Suwon International Cooperation Center
and the Suwon Sanitation Department.
On this occasion not only the cultural part
with the traditional performance and such
were covered but also dialogues were held
in regard to plans for expanding mutual
exchange scope covering various subjects
such as taekwondo, primary and middle school student exchange, traditional
medicine exchange, sports, education, and
medical care.
In particular, Romania’s Ambassador
Stationed in Korea, Mr. Calin Fabian visited Suwon at the Suwon Hwaseong Cultural Festival and talked fervently from
the position of the Romanian Embassy
without sparing interest, giving maximum
support for continuous international cooperation, expressing his thankfulness for
the desirable exchange activities between
the two cities.
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The Romanian Embassy added that it
appointed two Korean honorary consuls,
one in Seoul and another in Daejeon,
who are currently propelling collaborative plans for the two countries’ medical,
cultural and economic sectors. Another
honorary consul was appointed in the
southern area as well, propelling factual
and effective economic cooperation beyond government level.
As the two countries and the two cities’ history and tradition are deepening,
mutual understanding and exchange’s
fortes undergo the process of gradual expansion.
In October, Romanian businesses
participated in an exhibition related to
Korean agricultural technology and machines sector and the economic promotion consultation meeting organized in
Ulsan.
This year especially there were many
results and collaborations in the agrarian field. Firstly, last spring, on the basis
of a MOU and contract regarding multilateral research activities between the
Potato Research Institute in Dabuleni
– Kyungbook University –Love of Soil
119, 100 kilograms of pumpkin sweet
potato and chestnut sweet potato seeds
bought from Korea were brought at the
Dabuleni Research Institute, situated in
the vicinity of the Danube region, southern Romania. They were cultivated there
for experimental purposes and in October an impressive quantity of 30tons/ha
were harvested.
This kind of result is getting a general
review that it has gained the cooperation
and support from seed provision to harvesting related institutions and businesses’
training extended for several visits, cultivation technology conveyance, cultivation

technology-oriented performance,
as well as institutions related to
various other domains.
Of course, hereafter various
processes such as preservation and
storage/on-site farmhouses and
agricultural businesses’ sweet potato cultivation/market approach
and public relations/ entering EU
Quarter institution and designation of on-site national projects,
etc. are advancing, these too being
proof of the progressing mutual
trust and cooperation.
As the ripple effect of desirable
cooperating businesses as those
mentioned above, attached research
institutes including agriculture and
forestry science institute such as
fruit tree, stockbreeding, potato,
rice research laboratories, etc. and
Kyungbook University, Kyungbook
Agricultural Technology Institute,
MOU signed a contract and from
2014 it is expected that the joint
research of each department’s will
progress.
The experimental sweet potato
cultivation that Love of Soil 119, a
company that Open Bridge is consulting through the Glolink program, has become a success springing immense joy and the green
light for economic activities in the
forthcoming agricultural areas can
be seen in Romania as a result of
achieving the conclusion of a contract for a sound partnership.
As the year passes, for the sake
of the cultural and economic exchanges between Romania and
Korea gradually taken into Open
Bridge’s banner, we are planning to
convey our thankfulness through

a magazine towards the silently
supporting Romanian relative organs, namely the Cluj – Napoca
City Hall, Cluj County Council, Tetarom Industrial Complex,
OTIMMC, Agricultural and Forestry Science Institute, Dabuleni
Research Institute and each affiliated research laboratory and Korea’s
relative organs such as the Small
Medium Business Association, Suwon City Hall, Suwon Center for
International Cooperation, Ulsan
Economic Promotion Institute, etc.
Especially, I want to express
again my gratitude towards the Romanian Embassy in Korea, Open
Bridge Association and its representatives, as well as the Transivania OutlooK team. Through cooperation, we will become an open
bridge that can achieve common
benefit.
Thank you!
Park Lae Weon
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